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Abstract 

Thermornechanical processing has been extensively studied in the p u t  decades. At 

the same tirne, modeling microstmctural evolution has becorne a powerfu1 tool for 

macerials and process design by providing quantitative relations between microstructure. 

composition and processing. Much less attention has been paid to the theniornechanical 

processing of hot forzing. This process is different from flat rollin?. In addition to the 

different deformation geornetry, the steels have higher carbon contents and the reheat 

trearnent is faster. Induction heating is widely used in forging, which has a rnuch higher 

heating rate and shorter holding time than conventionai fumace heatins. 

This study focused on the microstructurd evolution of microalloyed forging steeIs 

during induction reheat and after hot deformation. Four materials were studied: IScllNb 

(0.4 1C- 1.67Mn-0.038Nb-0.0 l3S-O.OOjN), 154 1VTi (0.40C-I.49Mn-O. I IV-O.OI4Ti- 

0.042s-O.O09N), 154 LAI (O.4OC- 1.48Mn-0.023AI-0.026S-0.006N), and 1 14 1 Nb (0.39C- 

1.5 t Mn-0.046Nb-O. 12s-0.005N). 

Three investigations were carried out: ( 1) Grain growth and precipitate evolution 

during induction rehelir; (2) Effect of initial microstructure on grain growth during 

induction reheat; and (3)  Recrystallization kinetics following hot deformation. 

A physical mode1 was established to predict the evolution of the precipitate size 

distribution during continuous heating, resulting from diffusion-controlled precipitate 

dissolution followed by coarsening- The Zener equation for particle pinning was rnoditïed 

to incorponte the effect of a distribution of precipitate sizes- Starting fiom the initiai 

precipitate size distribution in the bar stock, the rnodels predict the precipitate size 



distribution and the mean grain diarneter at al1 stages of the heating cycle. The predicted 

results agree well with the expenmentd observations. 

Dit'terent initial microstructures were produced by preheating ris-rolled I I J lNb steel 

bar, and the grain growth behaviour was determined for each preheated condition. 

Reprecipitation occurred in the pre-quenched samples àt 903-1000°C which resulted in 

smdkr  grain sizes at intermediate reheat temperatures. Grain growth and precipitate 

evolution were accurately predicted by the rnodels provided no aclditiond precipitates 

formcd during reheat. 

The measured recrystallization kinetics were fitted to the Avrami equacion and ri 

generalized equation for the recrystailization rate in the absence of strain-induced 

precipitation was determined for 154 1 Nb and 1% 1 VTi. Classical nucleation theory was 

extended for cornplex carbonitrides and the onsec of strain-induccd precipitation wai; 

cdculated to explain the observed recrystallization behaviour. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 



1.1 Microalloyed Forging Steels and Thermomechanical Processing 

Mediiim carbon steels have been wideIy used as suucturd components where high 

strength, hardness and good toughness are required. Traditionülly, the required propercies 

were obtained by quenching and tempering treatment, The drawbacks of this process 

have been weIl recognized, such as hieh energy consurnpcion. severe distortion, cracking, 

stress concentration, and insuficient hardenability during quenching operations. 

Since the 1970s. a new class of steels hris been developed for more effective 

processing. A srnaII amount of microalloy elernents (V. Ti or Nb) is added to the steel to 

irnprove strength and toughness, These mediurn-carbon microalloyed steels (also called 

"microalloyed forging steels") provide the same strength Level by thermomechanical 

processing (TMP). thris the need for heat treatment is eliminated. Crimpared with the 

traditionid heat treated sceels, microalloyed forgin; steels exhibic not only simplitled 

operation procedures. but also increased microstruccurai uniformity. bctcer machinabiIity. 

less stress concentration and improved dimensional stribiiity. The toughness level. 

however. is lower. 

Untike heat treated steels where high strength and toughness rire obtained by heat 

treatment, che mechanical properties of the microalloyed forgîng steeh are highly 

dependent on their compositions and the TMP. The rnicrostmcture of microalloyed 

tiorging steels usudIy consists of pearlite and ferrite, The required strength lever is mainly 

pmvided by grain refinement and precipitation strengthening from microaIloy elernents- 

llndissolved and preci pitaced microalIoy carbonitrides prevent grain coarsening during 

heating and TMP. resulting in improved strength and toughness. Precipitation of 

microalIoy carboniuides in riustenite and ferrite produces signiticant precipitation 



strengthening, dthou_oh this is accomprinied by a decrease in toughncss- 

In orcler ta improve mechanicd properties of microalIoyed hrging steels. a high 

degree of microstructure retinement. proper amount of precipitates. and well-balrinced. 

t'avorribly distributed ferrite and pearlite phases are necessary. Consequently, control of 

microstructure through an optimization of chemistry and manuhcturing process is 

important for the best use of TMP and the improvement of mechanical propenies. 

Traditionaily, this is achieved by laboratory-scale experiments and prciduction-scale trials 

before mrtss production. Nowadays. the increase in cost, and the time needed for 

optimization become ri serious problem. 

1.2 Objective of Study 

Modeling of microstructural evolution during TMP hris been considered as a powerful 

tool for efficient development of high quaiity steels sinçe the 1980s. which was ticst 

demonstrlited by Sellrirs and Whiteman ( 1979). Their study showed that the evolution of 

microsrructrire during hot rolling of C-Mn steels could be predicrtd as a function of 

r o h g  schedde (temperature. reduction. speed, pass time) and initial microstructure. 

Relations describins stntic recrystallization and srriin growth were derived frorn 

labontory observations, Predictions made from the relations rave ressonrible agreement 

with the microstructures obsecved in hot-colled products. 

The concept of microstructural evolution ha been extended by rhe t'ollowing studies 

to describe dl the metallurgicd transformations during TMP. irsludinp grain growth 

(Sellars. 1979; Hodgson and Gibbs. 1992; Anderson and Grong, LWS: Mmohür et rd., 

1996); rccovery and recrystallization (Roberts er cd.. L986: Sunumri and Yada. 1988: 



Humptü-eys. 1992: Yoshie er al. 1991: Kuziak, 1994 and 1996); prccipitite dissolurion 

and coarsening (Agren. 1982 Saito rr al., 1988); strin-induccd precipitation (Dutta and 

Sellars. 1987; Liu and Jonas, 1988; Militzer er al., 1992); austenitizricion and riuscenite 

decomposition (Akbay er cd., 1994; Garcia de Andres et al.. 1998: Puskar rr d. 1999); 

and integrated modeling of various TMP processes (Devadas et al.. 199 1: Ashby. 1992; 

Anelli, 1992; Kwon, 1992; Pietrzyk er (11.. 1994; Majta er al., 1996: Saito, 1997). Both 

ernpicical rquations and mathematical models have bcen estriblished for precise process 

control. 

Most of the studies have been focused on microstructural evoltition of C-Mn steels 

and Low-carbon microalloyed steels during hot rolling. Much less attention h a  been paid 

to hot ti~r_eing processes, especially for microrilloyed forging steels. in the Iimited 

literature tGege1 rr d.. 1988; Wowscn ~d Delgado, 1989: Duggirilri. 1990; Delgada er 

rd-, 1994: Pietrzyk er d., 1994a.b: Kusiak et cd.. 1994 and 1996; Aimapuer rr cd.. 1999: 

Wang er tri . ,  1999). rnost of the work focused on h i t e  element rinalysis of non-unitorrn 

tcrnper~ture rind strriin distributions in the forgeci parts. rither than on metallurgicd 

characteristics of the forged materials and the processes. 

~Iicrostructuril evolution during rripid induction heriting is an area in need of study. 

Compared with traditionai furnace heüting, induction heriting h i  much faster heating rate 

and short holding timc. A typical induction heating cycle r i e s  only a k w  minutes or 

shorter (Simpson, 1960). Linder such riipid heating, it is expected thit both g r in  growth 

behaviour and precipitate evolution will be different to the wrll-studied furnace 

reheating. 

One example is the interesting phenomenon observed by Welland Forse. During 



forging operations. most of the hot-rolled steel billen are forged atier induction heating. 

Occasiondly. however. the billets are heated but not forged because the forging operation 

is interrupted or the billets are overheüted. These unforged billets rire cooled down to 

room temperature either by air cooling or by water quench. and then rcchrirged later for ri 

second induction heatins cycle. tt h;is been found that the tlnd grain sizes of hot-forged 

products varied with ihe pnherit cycle. Compared with the hot-rolled billets. the final 

microstructures of preheated + air-crioled billets arc coarsened and non-uniform. while 

those of preheated + water-quenched billets rire refined. 

To undersrand thcse phenornena. the microstmctunl evolution during induction 

heating and forging needs to be determined. Funhenore. empirical relations or physicd 

models need to be dcrived for prccise process control. ln view of this. a research 

consortium of ninc steel rind automotive manuhcturers was formed in 1997 to investigate 

the physical metallurgy of rnicrodloyed forging steels. The main objective of this project 

is to devclop dloys and processes to achieve improved toughness and rnachinability. This 

thesis work is an important part of the project. 

This thesis has focused on modeling microstructura1 evolution of rnicrodloyed 

forging hteels during TMP. Grain growth and precipitate evolutiun Juring induction 

heating. and recrystrtllization and strain-induced precipitation atier hot deformation. have 

been investigated by experiments. Physical models and empiricril equations were denved 

to simulate metallurgicd processes. and the predictions of the models were verified by 

expenmental observations. 



Chapter 2. Literature Review 



A typical TMP schedule includes three stages: heating, formin2 and cooling. The 

controlling factors at each stage and the related mechanisms are summarized in Table 2.1. 

The microstructural evolution mechiuiisms considered in this thesis are: carbonitride 

dissolution, carbonitride comening and tiustenite grain growth during induction heating, 

austenite recrystallization and strain-induced precipiration after hot deformation. The 

licerature on these mechanisms is brietly reviewed in the following sections. 

Table 2.1 Typicai mechanisms of microstructural evolution and controlling factors during TMP 

TMP process [ Controlling factor 1 Microsmctunl evolution mechanisms 
1 

1 hraring tempernture. timr ] riusrenizrition. grain growth. carbonitride 
Heating 

Forming i in recrystalliz- 

deformation tcrnpenture. 

rrduction. tirne interval 

and hcriting rate 

carbonitride precipitrition 

deforrnrxi rnicrost~cturr. 

stallization zone) 

2.1 Stabiiity of Carbonitride Precipitates 

dissolution and coarsrninp 

~crystallizrition, grain growth, 

Cooling 

The solubility product has been widely used to define the equilibriurn solubility of 

stan- and finish-crioting 

tempenture. cool ing nte 

carbonitride precipitrites. The difference between actual solute concentration and 

carbonitride precipitation 

riustenite decomposition 

equilibriurn solubility clin be used to determine the chernical driving force for precipitate 

dissolution and precipitation. 

(A) Solubilitv ~roduct of s im~ie  compounds 

The solubility product for simple compounds like A,B, can be derived frorn the 

Gibbs Iiee energy C\G" of the following reaction (Martin and Doherty. 1976): 



where [Al and [BI is the solute concentriition (in mole kaction) of atoms A and B 

respectiveiy. n and rn iire the atomic Frriction of A and B respectively in the compound. 

Aiter equilibrium rit temperature T, ive have: 

a 1' a 
1 tl AG" =AH* -TAS" =-RT In K =-RT In 10 x log - 

where AH'' and AS" are the enthalpy and entropy of the reaction. respcctively. K is the 

eqtiiiibrittm constant. a+, as and a~,o, rire the xtivities of A. B and A,B, in the solution. 

respectively. R is sas constant. Bwc LO logarithm is usudly uscd for the solubility 

product expressions. 

When pure A,B,,, is set as the standard state. the activity of the compound (a4n~ni) is 

equai to unity. Far ti dilute solution. it is a hir approximation to set riA=[Al and aB=[B1, 

where thc units cm bt. in cither wt% or at%. Hence. Equricion 2.2 c m  be written as: 

AS'' L ~ I "  
los[A]" [BI"' = -- - 'l 

Rln IO RTlnlO -P-Y 

where p and q are constants. 

The iibove derivlition is suitable for rniçrorilloyed steels since ttic microalIoy content 

in these steels is very low, usuaIly less than O.lwt% and the solution is dilute. Table 2.2 

gives a surnrnary of soltibility product equations for microdloy carbonitrides. 

The complere dissolution temperature (TL,) of the precipitates can be detennined by 

remanging Equation 7.3: 



Table 2.2 Solubility products for precipitate phases in microalloyed steels (Strid and Easterling, 

1985; Yong et al., 1989) 

No Compound Expression P 9 

-J * - 
3 NhC K=[NbI[CI 

4 

7 3.1 1 7510 

S* NhN K={Nbl[NI J .O4 10730 

9 3.70 IOiI(W1 

10 K={Nbl[C+Nl 1.54 j8hil 

i 1 Nh(C.N) E;=[N~~[c+"/,.JJ~ 2.16 6770 

12 K=[N~~[C]""[W" " 4.46 9 S 0 0  

13* Tic K=ITi l[Cl 2.75 7500 

I 4 1.0 107~10 

17 3.82 15010 

IX* vc K=[ VI[CI 6-71 9500 

19 7-27 7070 

23 0.775 6 I N O  

21 AIN K=[N][N1 I O5 7400 

25 1.8 7750 

26 1 A8 7500 

* These equations are used for the calcu1ations in this study. 

With the solubiIity product and ideal stoichiometry, the equilibrium solute 

concentration and the volume friction of che undissolved precipitrites crin be cdculated. 

Some of the related data are lisred in Table 2.3. 



Table 2.3 Lattice constant, density, mole volume and stoichiometry of microalloy carbonitrides 

(Yong et al., 1989) 

Cornpound Lattice Latuce constant Density Mole volume stoichiometry 

(A) (glcm3) (cm3/mol) (weight ratio) 

VC tic c 4-19 5.68 11.1 4.24 

VN fc c 4.09 6.30 10.3 3 .M 

Tic fcc 4.33 4.9 I 17.1 3.99 

TiN fcc 4.24 5.39 11.5 3.42 

XhC fcc 4.47 7.80 13.5 7.74 

NhN (cc 4.39 8.39 17.7 6.63 

IB) Effcct of surface ciirvüture on solubilitv 

The above deriv;ition does not take the cffect of surhce curvaturc into account. To 

retlect this effect. a simple way is tri combine a solubility produçt cquation with the 

Gibbs-Thompson equation (Trivedi, 1986). For ri spherictil particle ot' ri simple compound 

like &BIll. we have 

where y is the intert'riciril energy between precipitate and miitrix. VI,, is the molx volume 

of the prcçipitatc and r is the precipitate radius. Similx to the ribove rlcrivations. we have 

where the 1 s t  term at the right-hid side gves the Gibbs-Thompson efFect. It can be 

found that small precipitates have higher solubility than Ixger ones. The variation of 

solubility of precipitates of differenc sizes pmvides the drïving force for precipitate 



IC) Solubilitv of comdex compounds 

Some basic assumptions are necessary to cdculate solubiiity of complex compounds: 

(1)  perfect stoichiomerry, i.e., the atomic fraction of rnicrod1oy elements in the precipit- 

ate is equal to that of C and N; (2) microalloy carbides and nitrides are completely 

soluble: (31 the muiti-component cürbonitride may be considered as a combination of 

binary carbides and nitrides. The remtuning problem is to express the fiee cnergy of the 

complex compound as a function of those of the binary compounds. 

For Nb(C,N)-type precipirates, it hris been assumed by Hudd et it l .  I 197 1) that the free 

cnergy of the crubonitride varies linearly fiom pure NbC to pure NbN. The enuopy of 

mixing is taken into account but the enthalpy of mixing is neglected. Then 

1nK= yInKs,+(l-y)lnK,h, +yIny+(L-y)Incl-y) [2-71 

where y is the atomic tiaction of carbon in the precipitrite and K,v,c and GbN are the 

solubility products of NbC and NbN respectively. A group of two equations c m  be 

derived ris follows: 

where Cl,. and Nbil are the wt% of C. N and Nb in the steel respcçtively and Mc, Mn 

and MNh are the atomic weights of carbon. nitrogen ruid niobium respectively. There are 

two unknowns, [Nb] and y, in the two equations. Their values can be found by numerical 

methods. Then di other values of interest (volume fraction of preçipitate. carbon and 

niuogen çoncentrations in sotution) can be obtained. A cornputer program h a  been 

written to carry out this calculation. and is gven in Appendix A. 



The methods for determining the sohbility of more complex carbonitrides have been 

oiven bv Speer rr (11. ( 1987). Rios (1991) md other researchers (Zou and Kirkaidy, 1991; C 

Adrian. 1992: Prikryl C r  (11.. 1996). A briel summary of the tirst two rnethods and the 

calculation programs rire dso given in Appendix A. 

2.1 Precipitate Growth, Dissolution and Coarsening Enetics 

(A)  Preçipitate Growth and Dissolution 

The conccntr,ition fields for growth and dissolution of ;in isolntcd precipitate in an 

inîïnite matrix are shown in Figure Z.I. [n my rrtinsformations involving long-range 

diffusion. the following cquation (Aaron rr d.. 197 1) 

3X D,,V:X = - p.91 
at 

must bt. satisfied. Whcre Dm is the diffusion coef'ticienr of the solute elernent. X is the 

solute concentration and t is time. 

For Equation 1.9. we have the lollowing botindary conditions: 

X(r=r , . t )=X,  (Oc LI-) [2.1Oa 1 

and 

X(r.t=O)=X_ ( r L r , )  [2.10bj 

or 

X ( r = - , t ) = X _  ( O I t  <=)  [Z. lOc 1 

where r=r, at the precipitatetrnauix intertace, X, is the concentration in the matrix at the 

interface ruid L is the concentration rit ri point far from the precipitare. The flux balance 

rnust also be satistïed: 



Figure 2.1 Schematic concentration fields for precipitate growth (a) and dissolution (b). ks is a 

constant (Aaron et al., 1971). 

where X,, the composition of the precipitate, is assumed constant and independent of r 

and t. 

Exact soIutions of Equation 3.9 are often difficult if not impossible CO obtain. Several 

approximations have been proposed to simplify the cdculation. Aaron et cd.  (1970) 

summarized the studies on this topic and classified the previous work into three groups: 

(1) invariant-field approximation, which simplifies the field equation by setting aX/at=û 

and is constant. Therefore, the diffusion nte is not a function of time; (2) Invariant-size 

approximation, which assumes dri/dt=O. Thus, the effect of a moving interface on the 

difision field is neglected; and (3) Linean'zed-gradient ripproximation, which assumes 

that the concentration zpdient immediately surmunding the precipirate is lineu to r, The 

soIutions from these approximations are gïven in Tabk 2.4. 



Table 2.4 Growth and dissolution kinetics of spherical precipitates 

No exact solution. 

P~cipitate p w t h  CR =l&S? . - 

approximation j I 

Precipitate dissolution 

- Zp 
tn(y + 2 p y J T + r ,  =- ac tan - 

v 
L+p 

[nvüriant-<ize 6 
approximation where 

I 

usrfulnrss. 

Aaron rr c d .  ( 1970 and 197 1) suggested thac for most alloys of k,<O. 1 (k, is defined in 

Figure 1.1) the invariant-size approximation gives close results for both precipitüte 

growth and dissolution. However. becriuse of the complex forrn of the invariant-size - 
approximation. it cannot be solved anülyticdly and hence numerical rnethods have to be 

applied. For microalloyed steels, where k, is very low, the sirnplest form given by the 

invariant-field approximation provides sufficient accuracy. Therefore. it has been 

extensively applied for precipitate cgrowth and dissolution. For precipitate growth: 

and for precipitate dissolution: 

1 1  

r- = r; -Zk,Dmt 

where f i ,  is the initial precipitate radius. 



(BI Precipitate coarsening 

The mode1 for diffusion-controlled precipitiite coarsening Crinetics wa~s derived rigor- 

ously by Greenwood, Lifshitz and Slyozov. and Wagner (Martin and Doherty, 1976). 

Brietly, for a precipitate of size r in a Sroup of precipitates of mean size F. its size 

evolution can be given by: 

[Z. 141 

where ,Y, is the solutc concentrütion for precipitates of intinitely large size. [t is found 

chat the precipitates of radii Larser than the mean vdue gow, whik those of r<F shrink. 

Eventually the smdl precipitates dissolve and the meün pwcipitate size increues. With 

some assumptions. this equation cm be integrtlted to give the well-known Lifshitz- 

Slyozov-Wagner c LSW) equation: 

The ciiftusion coefficient in the above equations is ri îünction ut' temperature. which 

can be described as: 

Qd D,, = D1], exp(--) [2.161 
RT 

where D: is a constant and Qd the activation energy for diffusion. Some of the 

diffusivity data for microalloy elements are Iisted in Table 7.5. 

For multi-component diffusion, it is necessriry to determine the rate-controllin,o 

element, Compüred with microalloy elements, the interstitids (C and N) have much faster 

diffusivities in austenite- OF the three nûcroalloy elements, the diffusion coefficient 



decreases in the order of V, Nb and Ti. Thcrefore, the one with the slowest diffusivity is 

considercd as the rate-çonuo1hg element, 

Table 2.5 Diffusion coefficients of microalloy etements in austenite (Ashby and Easterling, 1982) 

(Cl Prccipitrite evolution durinrr continuous heating 

Precipitate evolution during continuous heriting has been studied for the heat-;it*fected 

zone during welding (Ion et tif., 1984: Loberg et (il.. 1984: Strid iind Easterling, 1985: 

Akselsen et al.. 1986: Suzuki et al.. 1987: Wang rt cd. .  1989: Anderson and Grong, 1995; 

Grong, 1997). A main subject of these studies was to extend the prccipitrite cornenin@ 

dissolution eqiiations so that they rire applicable for continuous heiiting. For precipitate 

coarsening, Ion et ul. ( 1984) pve: 

Solute ~!!Jmm'/~) Qd (kTlmol) 
- - 

C 67 157 

N 9 1 169 

Ti 15 250 

where cl is a constant. For precipitate dissolution. Anderson and Grong ( 1995) suggested: 

Solute Do':(mmî-/S) Qd (kJ/mol) 
_ !  

Nb 492 785 

V 365 70 

Obviously. these are modified equations of precipitate coarsening and dissolution during 

isothermd holding. 



The voIume fraction of precipitates changes with precipitate dissolution. [t cannot be 

calculated from solubility product data since equilibrium may not be reached within such 

a rapid cycle like welding. Ashby and Easterling ( 1982) gave the following equation: 

where T' and t' are the tempenture and time at which the volume fraction of precipitates 

is known, These values are difficult to obtain, which limits the application of the 

equation. Agren ( 1990) gave a relative relationship to estimate the change of volume 

fraction: 

where f:' is the initial volume fraction of precipitates. From this eqiintion. it is round that 

with the increase of temperature. both the volume fraction and the mcan dimeter of the 

precipitntes decreüse. 

2.3 Grain Growth 

Grain growth during slow furnace reheac has been extensively studied (Gladman and 

Pickering. 1967; Hannerz and Kazinczy. 1970: Glüdman and Dulieii. 1974: Kurtz. 1980: 

Cuddy and Rdey, 1983; Kaspar and Mrihmoud, 1991: Pickering. 1993: Manohar et al.. 

1996; Militzer et ul. 1996: Gladman, 1997). Two methods have been most widely used 

for the modeling of grain growth: cmpitical equations based on a power law and physicai 

models based on Zener pinning. 



(A) Empiricai Eauations for Grain Growth 

Empirical equations have been widely used to describe gr in  growth behavior during 

isothermal hcatin;. The power Iaw relationship was îïrst given by Beck er ni. { 1948a.b) 

for normal grain growth durin; isothemai anneaiing: 

D" -D:: =k, t  12.211 

where Do and D are the initial and tind grain diameters, t is annealing tirne and n and ki 

are constants. It has been found by Sellars and Whiteman (1979) that the kl value can be 

expresseci by an Arrhenius-type equation, thus Equation 2.2 1 crin be written as 

where k? is a constant and Q,, the activation energy for grain growrh. Some ernpiricül 

equations for grain growth of plain carbon and microalloyed stcels arc given in Table 7.6, 

Table 2.6 Summary of empirical equations describing austenite grain growth (Sellars and White- 

man 1979: Hodgson et al., 1992, Manohar et al. 1996) 

Steel Austenite condition Equatiim 

low C-Mn staticriily recrystallized n=?. kz= 4% 10". Q&!7X. Jkc;d/mol 

0.22C-O.YiLIn staticdly recrystallized n=I. kl= 1 .Ux 1 O". Q,c7hh.hkcallmol 

C-Mn and staticdly or rnetadyna- 

C-Mn-V micall y recqstallized n=7. kl=I - 4 5 ~  10". Q,.OOkJlrnol 

statiçally or rnetadyna- 
C-Mn-TI micrilly recrystallized n= IO. k-1.6~ IO" . Q&37kJ/mol 

stritically or metridyna- 
C-Mn-Nb micrilly recrystallized nd.5. k+. 1 x 1 Cl3. Q,=433U/rnol 



SB) Phvsical Modeliniz of Grain Growth 

The driving pressure (Pd) for motion of a spherkaily curved element of grain 

boundary is given by (Anderson and Grong, 1995) 

where -&., is the grain boundary energy and h the r~dius of surface curvature. Since h cün 

not be elisily determincd. it is usudly replriced by a nieasurable six such ris mean grain 

diameter D. Typically A=3D is used for calculrition (Patterson and Liu, 1991; Anderson 

and Grang, 1995). In practice, the numericd constut in Equation 7.13 can Vary by at 

least a t'rictor of 3. Consequently, in the generai cases the driving hrce pressure is given 

by: Pd=kl1(&-. 

The effect of prccipitate pinning on grain growth was first proposed by Zener 

(Manohar rr tri.. 1998). The Zener pinning pressure (P,) is siven by 

[t has been assumed thlit al1 the precipitares rire of the siime size. Agnin. considering the 

uncertriinty of the numericd constant. Equation 2.24 chances - into P,=k,y,&lr. The 

critical (tir lirniting) s r i n  radius (R,) is obtüined when PpPd, which gives the weil- 

known Ztiner equation: 

where kZ is a constant ( kpkrJICf). AIthough Zener pinning has been recognized for more 

than îïfty years. some arguments still rernain on the kZ vdue (Manohar er al.. 1998). [n 

the original Zener mode1 kz was set to 4 3 .  Hellman and HilIert i 1973 proposed two 



values: 4 9  for normal grtiin growth and 2/13 t'or abnormd grain growth. Manohu rr al. 

(1998) surnmarized the experimental data from different alloy systems rind found that the 

kz vi1ue firlls close to 0.17 for fv <0.05. Gladman rr al. ( 1997) considered the kz value as 

ü function of grain sizé distribution. In this case, kZ = rd6(3/2-2/ZJ where Z, is the ratio 

of diamecen of the growing and pinning grains. Based on this approach. the kz from 

Hillert corresponds to L, = 3 for normai grain gowth. while thüt from Manohar to 2, = 

1.7. With different ass~tmptions, the R. values may vary by one order of magnitude. 

Sever .  assumptions have been incorporcited in the Zener quatirin. includinp uniform 

precipitate size, rrindomly distributed incoherent precipitates, sphericrrl grrins and preci- 

pitaces. Most of  the assumptions have been rnodilied by the following reserirchers for 

more reriliscic situatirins. which  hi^ bcen reviewed by Nes rr c d .  ( 1985) and Manohar rr 

ni. (1998). However. little attention h a  been paid to rhe efkct  o f  precipirare size 

distributions on the Zmer pinning. Fullman introduccd a %rt Fictor L" to describe the 

total pinning pressure from ü distribution of precipitates (Manohar. 1098): 

where I = Ef,(r)/r and fJr) is the volume fraction of monosized sphcrical precipitates of 

radius r- This equation has been rarely used since U r )  is not readily determined. 

Therefore. the et'tect of precipitate size distributions on Zener pinnins sti1l remains 

unknown. Under this situation, the mean precipitate size is usudly used to estimate the 

precipitate pinning pressure. 

The effect of soiute dng on y a i n  gowth cm be described by the simplit'ied approach 

@en by Hu and Rrith ( 1969, 1970). The grain boundary rni_ption rate (v) is related to 

the effective driving pressure (MG) and the exponent (n) through the tollowing equation: 



v=dR/dt  =M,,, -AP;-' [2.27] 

where Wh is grain boundary mobility. Mgb = Moexp (-Q,dRT). The _orin boundary 

migration rate (v) bccornes proportionri1 to the effective driving force (Mg) when n = 2. 

This corresponds to the limiting case where the grain boundary wili break awüy from the 

surrounding impurity mnosphere. In most cases. however. the obsenmi exponent, n. will 

be larger than the theoretical value because of the solute drag. 

In rilloys containing precipitütes. MG is detlned as the differencc berween P,I and P,. 

By substituting the expressions of PG and PL into Equation 2.27 we have (Anderson and 

Grong, 1 W) 

Then wc have the following equation t'or grain growth with solute drag and precipitate 

pinning: 

dD Q... 1 f ,  - = M mp(-LI(--- 
dt RT D k,r 

Y'-' 

where b[-=2b1,~(k~{~~)"-'. M' and k, are considered as physicai constants which reflect 

grain boundary mobility and pinning el'ficiency of the precipitates. respectively, Equtition 

2.29 cin be integrated to give the mean grain size as a function of timc: 

where D, is critical grain diameter (DFZRJ. 

The right-hand side of Equation 7-30 represents the ef'fect of thermii cycIe with 

respect to grain growth. which c m  be determined by numerici mcthads when the T-t 



cycle is known. The effect of precipitates on grain growth is reflected by D,. 

2.4 Recrystallization 

(A) Avrami Kinetics 

A theoretical treatrnent of recrystdlization kinetics during hot deformation is very 

difficuIt. Most of the cxisting models have been established on the phase transformation 

theones proposed by Johnson and Mehl (1938). and Avrami ( 

recrystaltization. it is assurned that: ( 1 )  the recrystallized grain size 

time (t)  atier incubation (t): 

R,=G (t-t) 

11139 and 1940). For 

( R,) is proportional to 

where G is growth rate. It is assumeci that G does not change with time: md ( 2 )  the 

nucleation rate in the non-recrystallized areas decrerises exponentiiilly witb time. Then 

the voiume fraction of recrystdlization (fi) may be expressed ris (Avrtimi tquation): 

where B and k,& are constants. In practice. a normdized form of the Xvrami equiition has 

been widdy used: 

where X c m  be used as 0.5 for half recrystdlizatïon time (Q] ,~ ) .  or 0.05 for recrystalliza- 

tion-start tirne (tcl.os) or 0.95 for recrystallization-finish time (6i.vj). 

Extensive work h a  been done to determine the relationship bctween t, and TMP 

panmeters (Sellars. 1979 and 1986; Hansen er cd. 1980: Yamamoto et al.. 1984: Andrade 

et (11.. 1983: Akben and Jonas, 1984: Kwon and DeArdo, 1986: Choquer et al., 1987: 



Campbell et ni., 1988: Kwon et al., 1990; Pendba and Carsi, 1995; Medina et ni., 199 1- 

1999; Carsi et  al., 1996; Cruz-Rivera et al.. 1996; Kuziak and Cheng, 1996; Cabrera et 

nL, 1997: Lee, 1999). it is found that the empiricd equation proposed by Se l lm and 

Whiteman (1979) has k e n  wideiy adopted by the îbIIowin_o researchers for this 

relations hip: 

where E is crue striiin.~ strain rite and T the ribsoIute temperature. Qx is the tictivarion 

energy for staric recrystdlization. is the initiai grain six. kr, p', q'. r' are constants. 

Table 2.7 gives somc of the tmpiricril equations for staric recrysralIizütion kinetics of 

C-Mn steels. [t is found that kx is 2 in most cases, and the form of Eq~itition 2.34 has been 

adopted by other researchers with minor modifications. 

Table 2.7 Static recrystaliization kinetics for plain carbon steels. 

t 
(3) Kwon et al.( 1990): f ,  = 1 - ~ X ~ ( I ~ O . ~ X { - ) ~  1 . 

h5 

t '40000 (3 H o d p o n  and Gibbs ( 1990): F, = I -cxp(ln 0 5 x ( - ) ' ~  1 . r,,., = 0 . 5 3 ~  IO-' ï?.' CXP(L) 
t0.5 RT 



(B) Recrvstallization Kinetics of Microalloved Steels 

For microdloyed steels, recrystdlization is retarded by solute cirag and precipitate 

pinning. It has been found that the sigmoidd A v r i i  equation is valid until strain- 

induced precipitation occurs (Medina rr uL, 1991-1999). The et'fecc of solute drig on 

recrystallization is rctlected by the decreascd A v m i  constant and increased activation 

energy. Some of the empiricd equations for microdloyed steels are given in Table 2.8. 

Recrystallization kinetics changes not only with the type of microalloy elements, but 

also with thcir concentration in solution. Considering this, Medina and Fabregue ( 199 1) 

suggesred that this e f fm be retlected by the change of recrystallization activation energy: 

where the alloy contents are in w t % x l ~ ~ .  The effect of vanadium is not included in this 

equation. because its effect is smdl. SimiIix results have been given by Choquet et al. 

( 1987). 

Another method to mode1 recystallization kinetics of microalloyed steels is to 

compare their recrystallization-strirt tinies with that of plain cubon stetls (Sellas et (11.. 

1986). The recrystallization-stat time of C-Mn steels ( ti,yn) was used ris standard. The 

solute dnig eî'fect of microülloy elemem is assumed to be cxponcntially proportional 

to the alloy content in solution, Then 

where F, the solute drrig per wt% of soIute m. It is a tùnction of temperature and can be 

modeled ris: 



Table 2.8 Static recrystallization kinetics for microalloyed steels. 

Nb steel 

t 
( 1 )  Sellars and Whitman ( 1979): f ,  = I -rxp(ln O.%x(-)' ) . 

t O t ) j  

t 
(2) Kwon rraL~lYY0): f ,  = 1-txp(ln0.95x(-)') : 

~ I I S  

t 7000 II -1')'--OU 1 Y XOOO 
k , =4.33rxp(-- 1. t,,, =3.103~10- E -E Dl, rxp(- ) (whrn T>SRO:  

RT RT 

' srritic recrystallization critical ternpenture. 



Table 2.8 Static recrystallization kinetics for microalloyed steels (continued). 

Ti steel 

Ti-V steel 

t i 7 180000 
Robertset aL(lY83): f ,  = I - txp{  InU.jx(-1-1. = 5 ~ 1 0 - " ( ~ - 0 . 0 5 ~ ) - ~ % ~  cxpc- 

RT 
) 

4 ) s  

HSLA stcel 

F, = p"-qVkT [2.371 

where p" and q" are constants. Equrition 7.36 can then be rewritten as: 

where pi and q,  are constants. Both the effeccs of temperature and microaIIoy elements 

are included in this equation. and its simple Corm makes it easy to be extended for more 

complex situations. 

The recrystallizrition behrivior becomes very complex if strain-induced precipitation 

is taken into account. it is found that recrystallization activation energy remains nearly 

constant unul strain-induced precipitation occurs, but npidly increases when temperature 



is lower (Medina rr d., 1994). The increased activation energy is attributed to strain- 

induced precipitation. Medina er al. (1994-1999) hdve modeled the value of Q, for 

different microdloyed steels when temperritures are below the SRCT. 

Equation 2.38 has been extended io incorporate the et'fect of prccipitrite pinning on 

recrystrillization kinetics (Kwon et al.. 1992 and Lee, 1'999). It was tiirther rissumed that 

precipitate pinning on recrystallization-start tirne might be expressecl as an exponential 

function. Then we have: 

C-5111 "\,, Fp 
t ,,,, = L ,,,, rxpl lx1(--ql l 1 exp(-i [2.391 

T RT 

where th,, is the volumt: fraction of precipitates. Fp is pinnine force pcr volume. With this 

tissumption, the kinetics of rccrystallization with strain-induced prwipitation hris been 

modeled. 

2.5 Strüin-induced Precipitation 

Duttri and Sellars i 1987) tirst proposed an empiricril equation ter the kinetics of 

stnin-induced Nb(C.X) precipitation. [t wa'; found thric precipitation-start time could be 

described as a Function of deformrition temperature, strain and main rate, and Nb 

concentration. Liu and Jonas ( 1988) derived ri sirnilac equation for TiIC.N) precipitation. 

More gencric models have been given by S ~ t o  et ctl. (1988). blilitzer rr c d .  ( 1992). 

Okaguchi and Hashimoto (1992). and Park and Jonas ( 1992) to predict precipitation-start 

tirne. Al1 these studies are based on the classic nucieation rheoq est~iblished by Auonson 

and Lee i 1979). 



(A) Chemical Drivino Force 

The decreased solubility during cooling provides the chemical driving force for 

precipitation, which can be described as a function of supersaturrition (cg. Tic): 

RT Xi XE 
AGchcm =-- (ln -+ ln -) 

.v, x; XC 

where X: and X: arc the equiiibrium concentrations of element i at the lower tempera 

ture and the solution temperrirure, respcccively. V,,, is the moltir volume of the precipitate. 

For multi-component carbonitrides like Ti(C.N). the chemical drivins force is given by 

(Liu and Jonas, L988) 

The V,, value ofTi(C.X) can be calculriteci by: 

where No is Avogadro's constant, ap is the Iiittice prirrimcter of Ti(C.N). which varies with 

the composition of the nudeus. To reflect this variation. it is assumed that the lattice 

pammerer of the carbonitride is proportional, to the mole fraction of bintiry compounds 

according to law of mixtures: that is: 

a, =ya,, +(1-x);lnN 12.431 

where aric and a x ~  are the Iattice p imeters  of Tic and TiN. respectively. Their values 

are given in Table 2.3- 



IB) Critical Free Enerov for Nucleation 

The free energy change accompanying the formation of a nuclcus (AG,) on a dislo- 

cation can be written tili (Dutta and Sellas, 1987): 

AG, = VAG,,,, +AG, +Se/ P-441 

where AG, is the elristic energ  change by t'ormrition of nucleus. V and S lire the voiume 

and sur tke area of the nucleus. 6 is a modifier of interfaciaI energy wirh a value between 

O and 1. associatecl with the presence of dislocritions. 

For disloctttion nucleation. the AG, for a nucleus of radius r cm be described by 

(Oküguchi and Hrishirnoto, 1991): 

where p and b rire the sheu modulus and Burgers vector. respectively. for austenite. r,i is 

the rtidiris of the dislocation m e -  Thedore. the free energy change ter n spherical 

nucteus crin be given by: 

4 i I 2r I AGn = -m-AGi,,, -pbLr(-in-+=) +4xr:y, 
3 

[2.46] 
Isr r, s 

It hi~s been found that the shear modulus p of austenite is a function of ternpenture. 

which clin be written ris (Militzer er al., 1992): 

Figure 2 2  shows the free energy change with precipitate cridius of Nb(C.iÿ) in 

154INb. It is found that both the cnticd energy and the critical nucleus rridius are 

sigificmtly reduced by dislocation nucleation, 
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Figure 2.2 Free energy change with precipitate radius (1541Nb). The related constants were 

selected as b=2SxIO-"Jm and rd=& t O+'Orn. 

(Cl Nuclmion Rate 

The nucIerition r~ tc  per unit volume ( $4 ) is given by (Dutta and Sellars. 1987): 

where Z is the Zeldovich non-equilibrium factor. P* is the m e  at which arorns are added 

to the criticai nucleus. N is the nurnber of nudeation sites per unit volume. .AG: is the 

critical tiee energy for nucleation. kB is Boltzmann's constant. 

For dislocation nticleation. the density of nucleation sites can be estimated from 

(Militzer rr rd,, 1992): 

where p , ~  is the dislocation density and a, lattice panmeter of the ausrenite. The 



disloca~ion density can be estimated by the followin; equation (Hansen rr ni., 1980; 

Dutta rr ai. 1991): 

where a is deformation stress which can be measured by experiment. lt  has found that the 

product o f 2  and P' crin be approximated as (Liu and Jonas. 1988): 

Considering that the segregation of microalloy elements along dislocation lines only 

accounts for a small amount of the bulk content. the pipe diffusion only has some effect 

on the nucleation rate at the very beginning. The following nucleation rate is stiil 

convolled by bulk diftiision. The bulk dit'fusivity is thus used t'or nucleation kinetics. 

Aiso considering that Jiffusivity is a function of temperature, the nucleation rate can be 

expressed as : 

(DI Precipitation-Strut Time 

For a smdl amounc of precipitation, it is rissurned chat the nucleation rate is constant, 

Thus. the Johnson-Mchl equation is used to descnbe precipitation kinetics (Okaguchi and 

Hashimoro, 1997): 

By setting the amount of 5% precipitrition as precipitation-start time ( tP,,,,), its value c m  



be determined. 

2.6 Summary 

The mechanisms of microstructurd rvolution during TMP of microalloyed steels 

have been brietly reviewed. and différent models have been described for each of the 

metallurgictil processes. To deverop a methodology for modeling microstructural 

evolution during the complex forging process, the following approaches have been 

selected: Grain growth is described as curvature-driven. diffusion-crintrollcd, and limited 

by the Zener pinning mechnnism; The stabiliry of carbonitride prccipitatcs is determined 

by their solubility products: The dissolution. growth and coarsenins of carbonitrides are 

considered as diffusion-controlled processes: The nucleation of precipitates is modeled 

by classic nucleation theory; Recrystallization kinetics is modeled by titting to the 

Avnmi cquation. 



Chapter 3. Experimental 



3.1 Experirnental Materials 

Four medium-crubon steels have been used for the experiments: 154 lNb, 1% 1 VTi, 

1541Al and 1141Nb. The compositions rue @en in Trible 3.1. These steels are based on 

0.4 1C- 1 . M n  (wt%). with the addition of different microalloy elements. 154 1kTi and 

1 14 [Nb rire resulphurized for improved machinability. 

Table 3.1 Chemical Compositions of the Experirnental Steels (wt%) 

Name C Mn Si P S Al N Microiloy Elements 

1541AI 0.40 I .J8 0.16 0.018 0.026 1).023 0.0M -- 
154 1 Nb 0.4 i 1.67 0.74 0.072 0.0 13 0.002 0.0053 Nb:0.036 

154 1 VTi 0.40 I L  0.56 0.0 16 0.042 0.004 0.009 V:OJ 1, Ti:O.O14 

1 14 1 Nb 0.39 1.5 I 0.19 0.01 Z 0.12 0.00 I 0.0054 Nb:O.U46 

The steels were received as hot-rolled commercial b m .  The bar size wris SImm 

diameter ( 2  in.) for al1 the steeIs exccpt 114INb. whose diameter was 102mm (4 in.). 

Cylindricd samples were machined with their axis paralle1 to the rolling direction of the 

bar. Al1 samples were triken from equivdent positions riround the wis of the bar. as shown 

in Figure 3.1, to minimize the effect of segregation. 

figure 3.1 Schernatic shows the sample location from the steel bar. 



3.2 Experimental Procedures 

Three experimental investigations wet-e cxrïed out to study micmstructur~l evolution 

during TMP: ( 1) Gmin growth and precipitate evolution during induction hzriting (2) the 

effects of initial microstructure on p i n  srowth during induction reherit: and 

(3) Recrystrillization following hot deformation. 

(A)  Grain zrowth and precioitate evolution durina induction heatino 

Three steels were studied in this experiment: 154 1 Nb. 1541 VTi ;ind 1% LAI. Cylindri- 

cd siimples (6 mm diameter x 10 mm length) were used for this study. 

An industrial induction heating cycle tfom TRW was used for this sxperiment. as is 

shown in Figure 3.2. Each steel bar was induction heated at IIuC/s fom room 

temperature to 870°C. and then at 1OoC/s to a specitic temperriture berween L700-1250°C. 

The steel bar is held at this temperature for about 6 seconds. Collowed by forging 

operations. The t'or@ part is then cooled down by air-cooling. It only takes about 75 

seconds to mach the m~~uirnum reheat temperature. 

t 

Figure 3.2 TRW induction heating cycle. 



The simulated procedures are shown in Figure 3.2 by the dashed lines. The samples 

were quenched immediately üfter reheat for microstructure observations. A group of 

heating temperatures between 900- 1250°C and holding times between 0-60 seconds were 

used to determine the effect of temperature and holding time on grain growth and 

precipitate evolution. 

Induction heating simulations were cmied out with a quench-deformation dilatometer 

made by Materials Measuring Corporation, Figure 3.3 shows a schematic of the dilato- 

meter. This instrument provides a prognmmed temperature, time and strriin control, and a 

high vacuum environment (lcb torr), Therefore, it cm be used to perform various 

thennomechanical simulations. CylindricaI smples are held between two quartz platens 

and are heated by an induction coil, The temperature is monitored by PtIPt -lO%Rh 

thermocouples weided to the sampIe surface. The accuracy of the temperature controI is 

&3*C. Two quartz rods. one extending [O each plaren. rire connected to a sensitive linear 

variable differential transformer (LVDT). As the sample expands or contncts upon 

heating, cooling or phase transformütion. the relative displacement of the quartz rods 

produces a voltage by the LVDT which is proportionai to the dilation. 

Induction coii 

Quartz rods 
to LVDT 

1 

Sample 

Figure 3.3 Schematic of quench-deformation dilatometer. 



(BI Effect of initiai iLlicrostructure on Grain Growth Durhg Induction Reheac 

A heriting cycle h m  Welland Forge was used for this test, as is shown in Figure 3.4. 

Compared with the heating cycle tiom TRW. the WeIland Forge cycle has slower heating 

rate tuid longer holding time. It trikes about 225 seconds to reach the maximum reheat 

temperature. 1141Nb wris used for this experiment, The sarnples arc cylindricd with 6 

mm diameter and 10 mm Iength. 

t 

Figure 3.4 Welland Forge induction heating cycle. 

Four different initiai microstructures were produced by preheat treatments based on 

the Welland Forge heating cycle. The preherit treatments rire shown in Figure 3.5. The 

1250AC smples were heated to L250°C, and held for 14 seconds. Then these sarnples 

were cooled at 1.7"CIs to 750°C. followed by cooling at 0.5"CIs to room temperiture. 

1250Q hlid the same heating and holding schedules as 1250AC exçept chat the sarnples 

were qucnched irnrnediately after 14s holding at L750°C. 9OOAC simulated a normdizing 

treatrnent, with a heating temperature of900°C. 



Figure 3.5 Preheat treatments to produce four different initial microstructures. AR-as hot-rolled 

condition; 1250AGAR +1250aC preheat + air-cool (O.SaCls); 1250Q-AR+1250aC preheat + water- 

quench (13OCCls); 9OOAC-AR t 900°C preheat + air-cool(0.5'Cls). 

Saniples representing each of the preheated treatments were celitlateci following the 

Welland Forge cycle to a specific temperiture betwten 900 and 1250°C. held for 14 

seconds and quenched to study the ausisnite grain sizes and precipitatc evolution, 

(C) Recrvstallization Following Hot Deîiorrna~ion 

Two steels have been used: 1% [Nb and 154IVTi. The samples were cylindrical with 

8.6 mm diameter and 1 1.6 mm length. 

RecrystalIization behavior was studied by ihe doubie-hit recrystallization test- The test 

procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.6. A sample was herited at -l°C/s from 900°C ro a 

specified temperature. held for 180 seconds. then air-cooled rit -IaC/s to a specified 

deformation temperature. The sample was held at this temperature for - 1 minute to get 



uniform tsmperature distribution. Double compressions were performed on this sample, 

with an interruption between the two deformations. Load-defleccion values were recorded 

during the two deformations and convened to stress-strain curves. Different interruption 

times were used for different samples to obtain different sotiening fractions. 

air cooling 
180s 1 

Figure 3.6 Test procedures for double-hit (2) and single-hit (1) experiments. 

Some samples were quenched immediately after the first deformation and hold to 

determine recrystallization fraction by metaiIography. A strain of 0.3 and a strain race of 

20s-' were applied in al1 the tests. Difirenr hericing temperaturcs were selected for 

different steels to obtain the same initiai üustenite grain size. Thcse were 1200°C t'or 

1% 1Nb and 1260°C For 154 IVTi, respectively. 

Double-hit recrystaltization tests were cxried out on a cam plastometer at C W .  

Figure 3.7 shows the schemaùc of the c m  plastometer, It is a compression machine used 



in studying the hot working behavior of metals. The sample is deformed between two flat 

dies. The lower die is criused to move upwards and deform the sample by the c m  follow- 

er riding up the cam lobe. The cam is driven by a motor that maintains a constant speed. A 

tlywheei is used ar high speed to store energy for deformation so that speed is not Iosr 

during detorrnation. The sample is heated by an inducrion coi1 and cooled by air-cooling. 

The sample can be picked out for quenching when necessary. The temperature is 

controlled by a rhermocouple welded inside the sample. 

Figure 3.7 Schematic of c m  plastometer 



Severai methods are available for measuring softening tiactions from stress-strain 

curves, such as back extrapolation method, 0.2% offset method, and mean flow stress 

rnethod (Femandez et c d . ,  1999). Here the sofcening fraction was calculated by a method 

using the areas under stress-strain curves (Briragrir, 1999). This method is illustrated in 

Figure 3.8. The two soiid curves oa and bc are the true stress and tnie strain curves 

determined from experimenrs. Lines oe' md be üre the linear extensions from elastic 

defocmation, Quadrsingles oe'c'b and bccd are congruent each other. 

[f no softening occurred during the interruption time, the second flow curve would be 

the linear extension of the fmt flow curve (line ac). ifcornplete recrystallization occurred, 

the second tlow cunre would be the same the first one. Considering the elastic energy 

(the area of Aabe), the total energy release for a complete recrystallization c m  be 

expressed by the area SIf ,  For partiai rccrystallization. the released energy Si is only ri 

fraction of the energy for a complete recrystallization. This tiaction is considered as 

Figure 3.8 Typical stress-strain curves from a double-hit test illustrating the method to determine 

softening fraction. 



softening fraction (t;). Therefore, it can be given ris: 

The area SJhdc and SJhc c m  be determined directly from the stress-striiin figures. The areas 

S 1 and S2 can be cülculrited t'rom the recorded stress-strzin data by numerical integration. 

The t, values c m  chus be obtained. Cornpared with the methods using stresses. this area 

method hils sound physicd meaning and better accuncy. 

3.3 Microstructure Characterizatian 

The prcparcd sarnples wen sectioned longitudinally for microstr~ictriral observations. 

One half of the sample was used for riustenite grain size rneasurernent, the other haIf for 

precipitate observations. 

The samples for austenite grain sizes were etched in a solution of saturated picric acid 

+ wetting agent to reveal the prier austenite grain boundriries (Schacht and Richter. 1998). 

it h a  berin found thrit this is a dit'ficuIt. method. especidly for medium crirbon steels. The 

t'ollowing procedures were folIowed to ensure good etching effect (Figure 3.9): 

( 1 )  The sarnples rire ternpered at 510°C for 1 hours to promote segregrition dong prior 

austenite grain boundaries. (1) The best chemical composition of the etchant seems to be 

30 ml saturated picriç water solution -+ 3 drops of wetting agent. (3)  Make sure the picric 

acid water solution is sriturated* A simple way is to add a little picric a d  powder in the 

solution to make it rernain saturated at elevated rempenture. (4) A piece of cotton is put in 

the solution to avoid black stain t'oming ac the sample surface. ( 5 )  Keep the solution 

temperature at 70-80°C. (6) Dip the simple in the so[ution for 0.5-2 minutes. Rub the 



sample 

1 water ' cotton 

picric acid + 
wetting agent 

Figure 3.9 Schematic shows the etching apparatus for pn'oraustenite grain baundaries. 

sarnple with the cottoti duting etching to remove the surface Iüyer. (7)  Take the sample 

out of the solution and rinse with wnter. (8) Rub the sampie slightly on a polishing disc 

with 0 . 5 ~  alurnina to remove the surface layer and the microstnicture in the grains. 

(9) Clean the sample with water and remove the water with a heat Sun or dryer. ( 10) For 

aood etching, the surface of the sample should look Iike silver matte. but still give the 3 

contour of an image. ( 1 1)  Polishing and ctching c m  be repeated to set better effect. 

Grain sizes were measured by the linex inrercept method according to ASTM E 112. 

A small d e r  (or a straight line with a known length) in the eyepiece is overlapped on the 

microstructure under a microscope. By selecting proper magnificütion. the number of 

intercept points between the niler and the grain boundaries can be readily counted. The 

intercept distance and the mem gain diameter c m  thus be determined by referring to the 

ASTM standard. in order to achieve high accuracy, 150-800 grains were measured for 

each sample to determine ri mean :gain diameter, and the observation rueas and the angle 

of the ruler were randomiy selected for each count. 

For double-hic recrystallization tests. non-uniform deformation c m  be observed at the 



two ends of the sample. These areas were avoided for the microstructure observations. 

The recrystallizarion tlaction was measured by standard point count method (ASTM 

E562). A srna11 jrid in the eyepiece was overlapped on the microstructure under a 

microscope. The cross points located in the recrystallized areas (or the non-recrystdlized 

areas if recrystallization is more than 50%) were counted. The volume fraction of the 

recrystallized areas was then obtained by dividing by the total cross points on the grid. 

LMore than 20 areas were randomly selected and measured for each sample to get a 

average recrystallization fraction. 

The samples for precipitate observations were polished and ttched with 2% Nitnl. 

Carbon tilm was coated directly on the etched samples with a JOEL 5400 carbon 

evaporator. A schematic is given in Figure 3.10. The thickness of the coating was 

controlled by the colour. A piece of white paper, with it piece of glass on it. was put into 

1 carbon rod 

charnber 

paper, glass and oii 

Figure 3.10 Schematic of carbon evaporator. 

the charnber dose to the sampIes. A drop of vacuum oiI was put on the glass. The carbon 

deposited on the glass during coating except where it is covered by the oil. The coating 



thickness can be estimtited by the contrast between the oiled and surrounded areas. The 

deposition was stopped when the surroiinded area becomes dark brown. The coated 

simple surface looks dark blue. 

Carbon replicas were extracted tiom the samples by chemicril etching. For quenched 

samples. the mbon  film can be erisily extracted by 10% Nitril. The procedures include 

(Figure 3. LI): (1 )  The carbon film at the centre of the sample was cut into many smdl 

pieces, about 2x2 mm square. (2) 10% 'citai solution was dropped on the sarnple surface 

until some of the carbon tilrns start bubbling. (3) The sample was then tumed over (hce 

down) with an angle of -45' and slowly dipped into distilled water. The bubbled carbon 

replicas were peeled off the sample surface by the surface tension of the water, (4) The 

floriting crubon replicas were collected on copper grids with smrill tweezers. and cleaned 

with distilled water severd timcs by passing through water containm. ( 5 )  if the repiicri 

rolls up and cannot be tlattened. it can be put into methano1 (or alcohot) first and then 

back into water. The difference of surface tension between methanol and water will rnake 

the replica tlat. 

Figure 3.1 1 Schematic illustrates the basic procedures for preparing carbon replicas. (a) section 

carbon film; (b) drop 10% Nital on film until bubbling; (c) dip sample into water; (d) collect replicas 

with copper grid. 



For the as-rolled and slowly cooled srimples where microstruccures were mainly 

pearlite. the replicas had to be excrricced by electro-polishing. The electrolyte was 7% 

perchloric acid in 2-butoxyethanol (Feng rr rd. l989), and the electro-polishing conditions 

were 19V. 0.1-0.W 1-5 minutes. The sectioned carbon film w u  dipped into the 

electrolyte and etched under current until some carbon replicas pccled off. For better 

effect, the electrolyte was kept in the freezer (about -20°C) before using and was changed 

when it bccame warm cluring rtching. 

The replicas wcre observed in a Philips CM20 electron microscope at 700 kV. Photo- 

graphs wcre taken under differenr mi$nitïcations, depending un the sizes of the 

precipitatcs. Tho samplc holder wris tiited so thac muimum precipittites were observed 

(some of thern could not be observed because of their orientations). Precipitate diameters 

were me;isured dircctly on the rnicrogrciphs (negitivesj. 200-8(10 precipitates were 

merisurcd for each sample to determine ri precipitate size distribution. 

The composition of precipitates wtis determined by EDS andysis. In this technique, 

the electron beam was tocused on a precipitace, The X-ny sipals tiom the precipitates 

were collected by a Si-Li detector and processed by Voyager software. The types of 

elements icxcept C. N or lighter) and their amounts in the precipitritt. were analysed. and 

the composition of thc precipitate wris determined. More than 25 precipitates were 

anaiysed for each type of precipitate for an avense composition. 



Chapter 4. Grain Growth & Precipitate 

Evolution During Induction 

Reheat 



4.1 Microstructures of As-Rolled Bar 

The microstructures of the hot-rolled steel bm are shown in Figure 4.1. They were al1 

composed of primuy ferrite and pexlite- Intraymlar Ferrite wris observed in some 

pearlite colonies. ISJlVTi had higher volume fraction of ferrite. Some elongrited MnS 

inclusions were obsewed in al1 the steels, but more in 154IVTi because of its high sulfur 

content. 

The precipitates in the as-rolled bars are shown in Figures 4.1. They were found both 

in primary ferrite and pearlite. The precipitates were not uniformly distributed in the 

microstnictures. Some areas had more precipitates than other areas. and ri higher density 

of precipitates wa found in ferrite chan peariite. Very low density of precipitates w u  

observed in 1% 1 Al ( Fisure 4.7d). 

in lj41Nb and I l-CLNb, most precipitates were globulu. In 154IVTi. most smdl 

precipitates (4Onm) were globuIar. dthough some cod-like preçipitates were also 

observed. wtiile most large precipitates were cuboidd (Figure 4-?CI. Most precipicrites 

were cuboidd in LM 1 AI (Figure 4.26). 

EDS analyses showed that the precipitates in 1541Nb werc Nb-rich, thus these 

precipitates were considend to be Nb(C,N). Two types of precipitiires were observed in 

lS4LVTi: V-rich and Ti-rich. Mosr small precipitates were V-rich. while most Iarge 

cuboids were Ti-rich- They were considered to be V-rich and Ti-rich carbonitrides, 

respectively. The precipitates in 1541 N were Al-rich. Since AI does not t o m  carbides. 

these precipitates were taken to be AIN. Some large c~Iobular MnS inclusions were also 

observed in the steeis. TabIe 4.1 gives a s u m q  of the precipitrite type, shripe and 

distribution in the four steeIs. 



Figure 4.1 The microstructures (pearlite t ferrite) of the as-rolled bar. (a) 1541Nb. (b) 1541Vïi 

(c) 1541AI 



Figure 4.2 Precipitate distributions in as-rolled bar. (a and b) 1541Nb. (c) 1541VTi. (d) 1541AI. 



Table 4.1 Precipitates in as-rolled steel bars 

Steel Type Shape Dcnsity Distribution 

IS4INb Nb(C.N) g lobular high ferrite and pearlite 

(Ti.VXC.N) Ti-rich cuboidaI low 
1541VTi ferrite and pearlite 

(Ti.V)(C.N) V-riçh globuiür high 

lS4lAl  Al N cuboidal Io w ferrite and pearlite 

1 141Nb Nb(C,N) globular high ferrite and pearlite 

4.2 Grain Growth During Induction Reheat 

Typictil iiustenitc p i n  structures rifter induction heating at diftcrcnt temperatures are 

shown in Figures 4.3lri. b). Figure 4.4 _rives the zffects of Iieating temperriture and 

holding rime on the mean austenite grrin dirimeter, 154 LNb and 154 1.41 had smdl grain 

sizes when the temperature was less than 1000°C. but rhe p i n  sizc incrcused quickly 

when the temperature wüs higher. Grain sizt: dso increased witti incrcrising holding time, 

especially at higher ternpentures. Althouah LScClVTi hrid similar p i i n  sizes to the other 

steels at lower temptlrstures (TcIOOO"C), its p i n  size was much smdler at higher 

temperature. The heating temperarure and holding time had Iess rl'tect on the grain sizes 

of 1541 VTi. 

Normtil grain growth was observed in d l  the steets at 900°C. Abnormd grain growth 

was found at higher temperatures. In the latter casa some grains werc much larger than 

the neighboring p i n s .  Therefore, m i d  gain sizes were observed in the microstructure. 

For IS41VTi. abnormal grain gowrh wris found at 1000°C or hisher. For 154LNb and 

154LA1. abnormal grain growth occurred in the tempemture ranges 1050-1200°C and 

950-1 150°C, respectively. 





Figure 4.3b. Typical austenite grain microstruc- 

ture in 1541WÏ after 6s hold at diierent 

temperatures. (a) 900°C; (b) 1000°C; 

(c) 11 OO°C; (d) 1200°C; (e) t2S0"C. 
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Figure 4.4 Austenite grain diameter as a function of heating temperature and holding time. 



4.3 Precipitate Evolution during Induction Rebeat 

Typicril precipitate distributions in reheated simples are s h o w  in Figure 4.5. Both 

small and luge precipitates were obsewed at ectch heating temperature. but the density of 

precipitates decreased signilicantly rit high temperriture. indicating the volume fiaction of 

precipitates decreasrd with increming temperature. Precipitates were observed in 

154 1VTi and 154 1 Nb even rit the highest heating temperature ( 1250°C). showing that the 

temperatures for complete dissolution of the precipitates rue higher than 1250°C. 

Most of the undissolved precipitates in Is'41Nb were globular. but those in 1541VTi 

were predominantly cuboidal afier heating at high temperriture (T> 1 100°C). 

The precipitate size distributions in the ris-rolled condition md after heating at 

different temperütures rire shown in Figure 4.6 for ISLClNb. The clistributions are right 

skewed. similar to a log-normal distribution. There is little variation in the mean 

precipitrite diameter or the overall sizc distribution with increming temperature. 

For I54lVTi. bimudril distributions were observed for the hot-rolled condition and 

üfter heriting at low ternperatures, with one peik at -1Snm (ditimcteri and the other at 

35nm. With increlising heating ternperriture. the peak of smaller sizes decreased and 

eventuülly disappexed at 1100°C. This indicates that a Iar_oe amount of small precipitates 

dissolved during induction heating The position of the larger-dimeter peak only slightly 

changed with temperature. Since most of che smdl precipitates in l54lVTi were V-rich 

carbonitrides, they dissolved quickIy when the ternperriture is close to 1000°C. Most of 

the large precipitates were Ti-rich carboniuides. which were stable because of the Iow 

solubility of Ti carboniuides. 



Figure 4.5 Typical precipitate distributions aiter 6s hold at different temperatures. (a) 1541VTi, 

lûûû°C; (b) l541VTÏ, 1200°C; (c) 1541Nb, IûûO°C; (d) 1541N6,1250°C. 



Precipitate Diameter (nm) 

Figure 4.6a Measured precipitate size distributions (histograms) for as-rolled condition and afier 

induction reheat with 6s hold (1541Nb). Solid lines are calculated with the precipitate evolution 

mode1 given Ri 34.5. 



as-rolled 

Precipitate Diameter (nm) 

Figure 4.6b Measured precipitate size distributions (histograrns) for as-rolled condition and afler 

induction reheat with 6s hold (1541VTi). Solid lines are calculated with the precipitate evolution 

model given in 54.5. 



The TiN ratio of the undissolved precipitates in 154lVTi incresed with increasing 

temperature. This means that more V thm Ti hris dissolved into the rnatrix due to the high 

solubility of V(C.N). It is dso expected thac rhe C/N ratio of the carbonitrides decreased 

with incrcrising temperature, This tendency is predicted by solubility calculations, but 

could not be verified by the EDS used because of the cripacity of the detector. 

4.4 Discussion of Grain Growth and Precipitatt! Evolution During Induction Reheat 

The grain growth behaviour of the s i d s  studied can be divided into three stages: 

( 1 )  Srnall and uniform grain sizes at low temperriture. (7) blixcd grain sizes at 

intermediare temperature. At this stase. rnost of the grains remain mnll. while u small 

number of grriins become unusually large compared with iheir neighbours. (3) Large but 

uniform p i n  sizes at high temperriture, The grain growth mechanisrn changes from 

normal to abnorrnal p i n  growth first, and then changes brick to normal grain growth at 

higher temperature. The temperituce ranges for each stage are dit'ferent for the steels 

studied. LS is shown in Figure 4.4. 

Compared with the well-studied gr in  erowth durinp slow furnacc reheat. the grain 

growth bchüviour of tnicroailoyed steds during induction reheüt i v c s  a sirnilar pattern. 

The grain sizes lifter induction reheat ;ire smaIIer bccause of the shortcr heating cycle. 

The precipitüte evolution during induction heating is retlected by sevrral aspects: 

( 1 )  Density. A high density of precipitates was observed in the ris-rolled bars and after 

reheat ac low temperatures. [t decrerises with increasins reheat trmperature. (2) Size 

distribution. Both small and Large precipitrites were observed rit al1 temperatures. but the 

amount of smdl precipitates at low reherit temperatures is much higher than at high 



tempernaires. (3) Composition. A composition chünge was observed t'or the (Ti,V)(C,N) 

precipitates in 154lVTi. It was found that the TI/V ratio increases with increuing reheat 

temperature, because Ti carbonitrides are more scable at high temperature (lower 

solubility). It is also mpected thrit the N/C ntio increases with increasing temperature. 

(4) Shape. The change of shape wzi not obvious LSr each kind of precipitates during 

induction reheat. 

The p i n  growth behaviour of rnicrod1oyed stcels is closeIy relatd to the precipitate 

evolution during reherrt. A high density of smdl precipitates Wiis observed in the t i n t  

stage. Under these conditions. the precipitate pinning is high enou!~h to prevent ail the 

p i n s  from growing larger. At highcr tcmperritures. the smnll prccipitates gradually 

dissolve into and precipitate density decretises. Since the precipitates were not unit'ormly 

distributed, grain growth becomes L'tister in those areiis where therc is ri low density of 

precipitates. These grains become much larger than the others uid abnormal grain growth 

is observed. With increase of temperiture. most of the precipitates dissolve. The grains 

grow larger with littlc pinning force. Therefore. normal grain zrowth is observed again at 

high temperanires. 

Compared with conventional tirnace reheat. the dit'terence in precipitate evolution 

during induction reheat is rnainly retlected by its size change. The mean precipitate 

diameter in 154 1 Nb wris nearly unchanged during induction heating. and that in 154 1 Wi 

initially increued and then remained nearly unchanged with increrising ternpenture 

(Figure 4.6). It is well known. however. chat mem precipitate bizes increase with 

temperature dunng conventional furnace reheac. This indicares that the precipitate 

evolution dunng induction reheat cannot be explained solely by particle coarsening. 



which is the crise for conventional furnace reheat. 

It is interesting that the precipitate evolution during induction rcheac is also different 

from a diffusion-controlled precipitate dissolution process. According ro the precipitate 

dissolution mode1 given by Agren (1990, Equation 1-20.), the mean precipitate sizes 

should decrease with increasing reheat temperature. 

Clerirly, the precipitate evolution of microalloyed steels during induction heating 

cannot be explained with the existing models. New models need to be established to 

understand the physical processes during induction reheat. 

4.5 Modeling Precipitate Dissolution-Coarsening during Induction Heiiting 

[A) Dissrilution and coürscnine of a distribution of ~recioitate sizes 

Two types ot' phrise trrinsformations may happen for precipitates dunng induction 

heating: precipitate dissolution and coarsening. The relationship between precipitate 

dissolution ünd coarsening is illustnited in Figure 4.7. which shows the variations in the 

precipirutc size and volume fraction ;LS a function of holding time tir :i fixed temperatlire. 

Initially. precipitatc dissolution dominates. with continuous decreuir in bath precipitate 

size and volume hction. When the equilibrium volume kaction of precipitates is 

reached. precipitate comening becornes the controlling process. For conventionai 

furnace reheat, the dissolution time is a srnail hction of the tocal holding rime. and it can 

be neglected. For induction reheat. however. the precipitate dissolution tirne has to be 

taken into account because of the npid heating nte  and short hotding time. 

For diffusion-controlled precipitate dissolution. Agren (1990) cave the IoIIowing 

equation (Equation 3.30): 



dissolution tirne,, 
equilibriurn 
volume fraction 

Figure 4.7 Schematic of the variation in precipitate size and volume fraction during dissolution and 

coarsening. (Up-quench is assumed followed by isotherrnal holding.) 

This equation shows thüt the mean precipitate size decreases with increasing reheat 

tempermire. which is not in agreement with the experirnentril observation in this study. 

The problem cornes h m  the assurnption behind Equation 4-1. ix.. al1 the precipitates are 

of the sune size. It is weli known thrit in dmost dl the materials prccipitate sizes hi1 in a 

certain rtinge. Considering this, a basic point is set for the modclin_o: a grorrp of' 

precipiturrs ofriiflerrnt sices. [t will be seen that a senes of moditïcations has been made 

based on this point. 

For the dissolution of a distribution of precipitate sizes. it is asumed that eich 

precipitate dissolves independentiy during induction heüting. This rneans thüt no soft 



impingement of diffusion tields occurs between neighboring precipitates. This is 

reasonable for microalloyed steels because of the 1ow volume frriction of pmcipitates. 

The dissolution rate is given by Equation 2.13: 

1 ,  

r,; - r- = îk,D,t [dm21 

where D,,, values are given in Table 7.5 for microalloy elements. k, is calculated from 

solubility product data (Table 7.2). 

in order to determine the volume fraction of precipitates during induction heating, 

Equütion 4.1 needs to be moditied for a distribution of precipitatr sizes. The volume 

change for each precipitate has been considered individudly: thercfore. the change of 

volume frriction can be expressed as: 

[r should be noted that the values of m and m' do not have to be the same because some 

precipitates dissolve cornpletely. 

Equarion 3.2 implies that complete dissolution occurs at t = r,; 1 Ik ,D , .  This is not 

always m e  since dissolution will stop when cquilibrium is ~riched. if fvT is the 

equilibrium volume fiaction at temperature T, the dissolution time (t,,) from Equations 4.1 

and 4.2 is: 

The precipitate coarsening is assurned to occur when the holding time is longer than 

the dissolution time. For a distribution of precipitates. the widely-used LSW equation 



(Equation 7.15) is no longer suitable since it can only be used for the change of mean 

precipitate size, while the present mode1 considers a group of precipitrites individually. A 

more fundamental equation given by Greenwood ( 1956) has been uscd (Equation 2.14): 

dr ~~ ,D,v , ' , x_  1 I -= (y--) 
rit RTr r r  

where y@.~J-rnol-~ according to Liu and Jonas (1988). V,, is calculated by the methods 

given in 92.5. 

(B) Precipitate dissolution and coarsenino during continuous heatin~ 

The above denvation assumes isothermal heüting. For conrinuoiis heating, the 

induction heating cycle is divided into small time intervais of 0.01 second. Isothermal 

condition is iissumed for each interval. and the evolution of precipitrite sizes is calculated 

from Equations 4.l4.5 by step-by-step numerical cdculaiions. The procedure is 

illustrrited in Figure 4.8. and the computer program is given in Appendix B. 

Precipitate coarsening is taken into account if complete dissohtion occurs during 

holding. The holding time is ; h o  divided into smalI intervals. The size change of each 

precipitm is calculateci in each intemai. and the chringe of precipitcitc size distribution 

during corirsening is driermined by numerical methods. 

The measured precipitate sizes in the as-rolled condition rire input ris initial precipitate 

sizes. The size of each precipitate is tncked during each time interval. The dissolved 

rnicrodloy content tiom aI1 the precipitates is monito~d so that the rquilibrium solubility 

is not exceeded. With this method, the precipitate evolution rit any stage of an induction 

heating cyck can be cornputed. 



Figure 4.8 Schematic of calculation procedures. It is assumed that microstructural evolution occurs 

only during isothermal holding. 

The staning temperature is not chosen ris room temperature. since the solubility 

products in ferrite arc not known for microaIIoy carbonitrides. The solubility product 

equations tire no longer vaiid if extended to such low temperatures. Thus. the stürring 

temperütures are selected ris the temperatures whcre maximum volume frriction of 

precipitrites is obtained (710°C for l54lNb and 700°C for 1% 1VTi). 

A p u p  of ernpirical equations have been given for each type of carbides or nitrides 

(Table 7.7). The cülculated solubility vriries in a cenain range for each type of binary 

carbides or niuides. especially for TiN. It is dificuit to determine which one is more 

accurate or more suitable for the materials used in this study. For the present modeling. 

the solubility product equations have been selected as the ones which give the 

intermedirite values in each p u p  except for TW. IL seems that most of the ernpirical 

equations overestimrite the scabiliry of TiN for rnicroalloyed forging steels which have 



much higher carbon and nitrogen contents. Therefore, the empiricril equtition which gives 

the maximum solubility has been used for TiN in this study. The following empirical 

equations have been used in this study: 

For NbC: lg[Nbl[Cl = 4.37-9290/T 

For NbN: lg [Nb] [NI = 4.04- lO23O/T 

For Tic: !:[Ti] [Cl = 2.75-7500/T 

For TiN: Ig[Ti][NI = 0.372-S000/T 

For VC: lg[V1 [Cl = 6.72-9500tT 

For VN: lg[V1[N] = 3.46-8330R 

ICI Precipitate evolution during induction heatino 

The precipittite sizes in the üs-rolled sampks are used ris the i n i t i d  condition. The 

modeled precipitate s i x  distributions rire superimposed on the mc;isured histograms in 

Figure 4.6 (a,b). The agreement is excellent for I54lNb and rerisonable for 15JlVTi. 

The predicted vririrition in merin precipitate diameter and volume hction with reheat 

temperature is shown in Figure 4.9 for 154INb- The volume tiriction of precipitates 

decreases significantly with increrising temperature, The merin precipitüte diameter does 

not change much with temperature (slight decrease ar Iower temperriture because of 

precipitrite dissolution, and then slight increase at high temperaturc due to precipitate 

comening). This result is in agreement with the experimental observations, which could 

not be explained by the previous rnodefs, 

The et'fect of temperature on the dissolution time (Le.. the time to reach equilibrium) 

is shown in Figure 4-10 for I54LNb. The dissotution time decreases quickly with 



increasing temperüturc. and is less than a few seconds when TI1OSO"C. This means that 

the equilibrium solubility can be reached during rapid induction heatinz. 
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Figure 4.9 Effect of heating temperature on volume fraction and mean precipitate diameter for 6s 

hold (1541 Nb). 
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Figure 4.10 Effect of temperature on precipitate dissolution (1 541 Nb). 



Figure 4.1 1 shows the computed variation in precipitate diameters for 154 I Nb under 

continuous heating at 1OoC/s. The dissolution rate increrises with incrcasing temperature. 

Small precipitates dissolve at lower temperatures. while large precipitates become 

smailer with increasing temperature, 

Temperature ("C) 

Figure 4.1 1 Variation of precipitate diameter with temperature during continuous heating (1541 Nb). 

The calculations become much more complex when applying this mode1 to 15JlVTi. 

becausc two types ot' precipitates (V-rich and Ti-rich) rire present in the steel. Two 

assumptions have been rxamined: 

( I )  Xssuming tht. precipitates in the as-rolled conditions rire of the same composition 

that is given by the eqiiilibrium solubility. and precipitate dissolution is controlled by the 

volume diffusion of Ti for d l  the precipitates. 

(2) Assuming two types of precipitates are present in the as-rolled sampIes (both V- 

rïch and Ti-rich); and dissolution of V-rich precipitates is controlled by diffusion of V 

and Ti-rich precipitates by Ti, respectivdy- 

[t is found that the cdculation folowing the tÏrst assumption is very complex because 



the equilibt-îurn solubiiity of V and Ti of the precipitates are difricult to cdculate. The 

computed results overestimate the stability of the srnall precipitrites. In other words, the 

precipitates of smaller sizes remain undissolved until the ternperriture reliches 1200°C, 

while experiments show that these precipitates disappear when ternpenture reaches 

1 10oac. 

For the second assurnption, the difficulty cornes frorn seprirüting the V-rich and Ti- 

rich precipitates in the as-rolled condition. ui this study, the precipitates are separatecl 

according to the obscrved precipitate size distributions. The bimodül distribution is 

sectioned at the cross point (d=27nm) of the two distriburions. Thosc with srnalIer sizes 

are considered to bc V-rich. and the remainder Ti-rich precipit;ites. The computed 

evolution of precipitatc sizes following this assurnption rire shown in Figure 46b. This 

rnodel suçcessfully prcdicted the disapperinnce of the lefi distribution. and size change of' 

the larger-dirimeter distribution with temperature. 

1.6 A Modifieci Zener Equation t'or a Distribution of Precipitate Sizes 

Considering the evolution of a distribution of precipitate sizes, rather than a uniform 

size, not only changes the precipitate dissolution and comening behavior. but dso 

changes the pinning force on g r in  boundriry migration (Figure 4.13. Thus the Zener 

equation needs to be modified to incorponte this factor. The followine section gives a 

rnodified Zener equation to retlect the effect of ri precipitate size distribution on 

precipitatr pinning. 



figure 4.1 2 Schematic of Zener pinning from a group of precipitates of different sizes. 

(A) Derivation of the Ewression 

( 1) The pinning force from a single precipitrite at a grain boundary: Following Zener's 

derivation (Smith, 1948). the maximum pinning force for a precipitarc of radius r is: 

(1) Siirhce density of precipitates (N,) on the grriin boundary: The relationship 

betwcen surface density. volume tiaction and precipitate radius is givcn by (Ashby and 

Ebeling, 1966): 

where F and a are thc mean and standard deviation of the precipitate size distribution. 

respectiwiy. 

(3)  Tord pinning pressure from a distribution of precipitate sizes: The distribution of 

precipitrite sizes can be divided into small groups (Figure 4.13). Considering ri srna11 

oroup of mean radius r and frequency p(r). the surtàce density for this group is: - 



Precipitate Radius 

figure 4.13 Schematic showing a small section in a distribution of precipitate sizes. 

Ali the precipitates art. considered to be the s m e  size in each sniali group. The total 

pinning pressure from the group of size r is then: 

Sirnilruiy we can set the pinning pressure from other small goups of ciit'ferenr sizes. The 

total pinning pressure irom d l  the precipitates is then: 

[J. 1 11 

[f ail the precipitates are of the same size. Le.. a s .  then Equation 4.1 1 reduces to 

Equation 2.32. 

(4) Definition of equivalent precipicate size. A t e m  "equivaient precipitate size (r,,)" 

is defined as: 

The physicd meaning of r, is that if d l  the precipitrites are of this s i x  the total pinning 



pressure is equal to rhtit from d l  the precipitates in the distribution at the s m e  volume 

fiacrion lcvel. Note rhat the related parameters, T,  o, and p(r), can be determined by 

experiment. With this definition. Equation 4.1 1 crin be simplified as: 

( 5 )  Cdculation of critical grain size. The driving pressure (Pz) hr p i n  growth is 

given by Zener (Smith. 1948): - 

where R is grain radius. Grain gowth stops when the Zener pinning pressure is equa1 ro 

rhe driving prcssurc. Therefore the crirical p i n  size (R,) is: 

Considering the iinccrtainty of the coeficient (413). the more gcnrralized form of 

Equation il. 15 is: 

This is the moditied Zener equation for a distribution of precipitate sizes. it can be 

found that with the definition ofequivalent precipitate sizes. the simple form of the Zener 

equation remains unchanged. but its appkation has been extended. Apin. if dl the 

precipitates rire of the s m e  size (r,, = r). Equation 4.16 reduces to the original Zener 

equation. 



(B) EvaIuliting the Modified Zener Equation 

Figure 4.14 gives a simple example of the effect of precipitate size distribution on 

Zener pinning. 1t is xïsumed that the precipitnte size distribution of the righc group is 

evenly 0.5r. r and 1.5~. The two groups have the samc mean precipirate sizes, but the 

group of the uniform size gives Iarger pinning force. 

Figure 4.14 Schematic illustration of the effect of precipitate size distribution on pinning force. 

(Volume fraction of precipitates is the same for both.) 

In practice. the most common casc likely to be encountered is that of a Iognormxi 

distribution of precipitate sizes (Herdan. 1960: Exner. 1973). which is given by (Liu er 

d*, 1993 1: 

where p ! and 8 ,  m the mean vaiuc imd strindürd dcviacion of In(ri. respeceively. They 

c m  be expressed as: 



Substituting Equritions 4.17 and S. 18 into Equationç 4.12 and 4-13. the equivaIent 

precipitate size and total pinning pressure crn be crrlculated. 

With the above equations, the effect of precipitate size distribution on the equivdent 

precipitate size (therdore on the total pinning pressure) is determined, as is shown in 

Figure 4.15- It is iissumed chat al1 the distributions are ot' the same mean size (C4Onrn) 

but different standard deviations. 

Precipitate Size (nm) 
w 

Standard Deviation (nm) 

Figure 4.15 Effect of precipitate size distribution on equivalent precipitate size. The mean 

precipitate size is assumed to be 40nm for al1 the distributions. 

It is t'ound that the equivdent precipitate s i x  increases with increasing standard 

deviation, dthough the mean precipitate size remains constant. The minimum equivalent 

precipitate size is obtained when the siandard deviauon is zero. i.e.. ai1 the precipitates 

are of the same size- Increased equivalent precipitate size means decreased pinning 

pressure according co Equation 4.14, Therefore, total pinning pressure is maxirnized 

when al1 the precipitrites are of the same size, and it decreases with increasing variance of 



pcecipitate sizes. This result irnplies that using the rnean precipiratc size in the Zener 

equation overestimatcs the pinning force from a distribution of precipitate sizes. The 

error may be ris much ris a hct  of 2, dcpending on the precipitate s i x  distribution. 

1.7 Modeling Grain Growth during Induction Heating 

The model of grain growth with precipitate pinning given by Andersen and Grong 

( 1995, Eq.2.30) is used to predict grain growth during induction hetlting 

[t hris been assumed in this model that solute drag frorn miçrodloy elernents is 

negligibly smdl. Thc effect of rnicrodloy element is only refIected by precipitate 

pinning, Therefore, the ~ r a i n  growth data frorn C-Mn stcels can be iiscd for grain growth 

modeling. This makes Equation 4.19 suitable for different kinds of rnicroaIIoyed steels. 

The data given by Grang (1997) are used t'or the calculations. whcre Qo = 134 0005- 

I moï ; hlii = l . l .~xi~ '"prn '~s~ ' :  n = 1. 

The D, value is calculated frorn the rnoditied Zener equation (Equation 4.12 and 

4.15). From the precipitate dissolution-coarsening rnodel. the precipitate size distribution 

and volume kaction can be calculated. and the r,, and f, values are determined. The 

obtained f;. does not have to be equd to the equilibriurn vaIue sincc rquilibnum may not 

dways be reached during induction heating process. Then the critical grain diameter c m  

be calculated with the modified Zener equation (Equation 4.16). Tlir: rizht-hiid side of 

Equation 4.19 is calculated with the heating and holding parameters. Equation 4- 19 c m  

then be solved for D by numericd rnethods. The detailed cdculation procedures are given 



in Appendix C. 

This mode1 has been applied for the grain growth of 1541 Nb and LSiCl VTi following 

the TRW heating cycle. The kZ value $ven by Hellman and Hillert ( 1975) has been used 

for calculation (kz = 4 9 ) .  The calcu1ated mean grain diameter as a tunction of reheat 

temperziture and holding time are compared with the measured vrilues in Figure 4.16. The 

rnodeled results agreed well with experirnentül observations. 

It has been t'ountl that the predicted griin sizes would be much smaller than 

observations if the value sugpested by Manohar et al. (1998) were used (kz = 0.17). The 

reason may come from the grain size variation during induction rehcat. From Gladman's 

ripproach. kz = 0.17 corresponds CO & = 1.7. This vrilue is smaller than the observed & 

values during induction reheat. The accual vdues cm be up to 3 for normal grriin growrh 

or higher for abnormal grain srowth. This is close to the Hillért's mode1 for the upper 

limit of normal srriin gowth (kz = 4 9 ) .  Therefore. the prediction with Hillert's value 

:ives bettcr agreement. 

Note that no scaiing parmeters have been introduced into thc above models, The 

only data input for thc modehg is the measured precipitate size distributions in the hot- 

rolled conditions. Even this requirement crin be further simplit'ied once the type of 

precipitate size distribution is known. For exarnple. if the initial precipitate sizes follow ri 

lognormal distribution, then the only initiai input data are the mean and standard 

deviation of the precipitate sizes- 
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Figure 4.16 Variation in grain diameter with temperature and holding time (TRW heating cycle). 

Data points are measured values and the Iines are calculated from the grain growth model. 



Chapter 5. Effect of Initial Microstructure 

On Grain Growth During 

Induction Reheat 



5.1 Microstructures of As-Rolled Bar and After Preheat Treatment 

The microstnic~ure of 1141Nb in the as-rolled condition is shown in Figure 5.1a. it 

was composed of primary ferrite and pearlite. The pearlite colonies were large due to its 

large bar size (4 in. diameter) which results in slow cooling rm atier hot-rolling. 

Intragrdnular ferrite was observed in some pearlite colonies. The elongated MnS 

inclusions were quite obvious in this steel because of its high sulfur content. 

The microstructure in the 1250AC sample was a complex mixture of primary ferrite. 

Widmanstatten ferrite. bainite and pearlite, and the prior austenite srriin size was very 

large (Figure 5. lb). The 12504 samples had a complete martensite microstructure with a 

large prior austenite p i n  size (Figure 5 .1~) .  The microstructure rifier 9OOAC was 

composed of retined and uniform primary ferrite + pearlite (Figure 5. Id). 

5.2 Grain Growth During Induction Reheat 

Typical austenite grain structures after reheat at different tempcrritures are shown in 

Figure 5.2 (a-d) for the 4 initial conditions, and the variation in the mean grain diameters 

is shown in Figure 5.3. The grain sizes were srnall and uniforrn when the reheat 

temperature was less than 1000°C. and the difierence was small berween the four initial 

microstructures. Abnormal grain growth was observed in the intermediate temperature 

range u ( 1000-L20"C). especially for the 1250Q preheated samples. Grriin sizes were large 

for reherit temperature higher than 1200°C. Compared with the hot-rolled condition, 

12504 produced the smallest _gain size in the intermediate tempemure range ( l 10°C). 

while 1250AC had distinctly larger za in  sizes at high temperature (>l70O0C). 



Figure 5.1 Initial microstructures of hot-rolled bar and after preheat treatment (1141Nb). (a) as- 

rolled: pearlite + ferrite; (b) 1250AC: pearlite + ferrite + Widmanstatten ferrite + bainite; (c) 1250Q: 

martensite; (d) 900AC: peariite +ferrite (refined). 



Figure 5.2a Primary austenite grain 

structures following reheat for as-rolled 

microstructure (1 141Nb). 

(a)900°C (b)lOOOO C (c)1100" C 

(d)12OO0 C (e)1250° C 



Figure 5.2b Primary austenite grain 

structures following reheat for 1250AC 

rnicrostmcture (1 141 Nb). 

(a)WWC (b)lOOOO C (c)1100" C 

(d) 1 200" C (e) 1 250" C 







Reheat Temperature ( O C )  

Figure 5.3 Variation in mean grain diameter with reheat temperature for four different initial 

microstructures. 

5.3 Precipitate Evolution 

Typictil precipitatc distributions of 1 13 1 Nb in the ris-rolled bar arc shown in Figure 

5.4(a.b). Similar to the precipitates of I54lNb. it contained a hish density of small 

precipitates. both in primary femte and pexlite. Most precipitates were globulrir. The 

precipitates were not iiniforrnly distributed in the microstmctures. EDS analysis indicated 

that these precipitates were Nb-rich, They were chus taken to be Nb(C,N). Some large 

dobular MnS precipitates were also found in the microstructure. C 

The density of precipitates decrerised with increasing preheat temperature. indicating 

that some of the precipitates (especidly srnail ones) had dissolved. After 1250°C preheat. 



Figure 5.4 Typical precipitate distributions in as- 

rolled bar and after preheat. (a) as-rolled, in 

ferrite; (b) as-colled, in pearlite; (c) 1250Q, 

undissolved precipitates. 



oniy somc large precipitates remaineci undissolved (Figure 5.4~). 

Figtire 5.5 (a-c) shows the precipirace evolution during prehrat and reheat. The ris- 

rolled sarnple had bimodal precipitrite size distributions. With the increitie of reheat 

temperüture, the smallcr precipitates shrank and findly disappeared when the temperature 

was hi2ht.r than L 100°C. and bimodal distributions changed into unimodal. More Iarge 

precipitares (d>200nrnl were observed when the reheat tempeeiture was >1100"C. 

indicating chat precipitate coarsening occumd when the temperature was hi$ enough. 

Unirnadai pwcipitate distribution was round rifier L750Q prcheat. while bimodal 

distributicin was obstiwed üfter 1250AC. The change of precipitrite distribution indicatcd 

rhat precipitation occurred during the slow cooling process u l  thc preheüt treutment, 

which produced a I q c  arnount of small precipitates. 

The precipitate evolution of 1250AC samples during reherit wxb very similar ro that 

of the as-rolied siimples. The srnail-diameter peak disappeared with incretising reheat 

temperritrire. and the precipicate distributions changed tiom bimotlal to unimodal, The 

onIy difkrence wüs the I q e r  precipicate sizes in 1250AC smples. 

The evolution of precipicate size distribution in 1250Q samples was unique compared 

wich the others. The distribucion at rhe initial condition wris unirnoda1 (rither than 

birnodal) with a perik :IL around IOOnm (diameter). A large rimount ut' srnüll precipitrites 

t v u  found when reheated KI 900°C and 1000°C (Figure 5.6). and the distributions 

chmged to bimodd (Figure 5.5~) .  Tiiis shows that precipitation occurred in the super- 

satunced austenite during rehelic. At higher reheat remperdtures. the small diameter peak 

oradually decreases and disappeared. and the distribution changed brrck to unimodal, This 
L. 

shows rhat the precipitrited srnall precipitates redissohed at hisher ternperritures. 
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Figure 5.5a Evolution of precipitate size distributions during reheat for as-rolled conditions. 

Histograms of experirnental measurements are compared with model prediction. 



Precipitate Diameter (nm) 

figure 5.5b Evolution of precipitate size distributions during reheat for 1250AC conditions. 

Histograms of experimental measurements are compared with mode1 prediction. 
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Figure 5.5~ Evoluation of Precipitate size distributions during reheat for 1250Q condition. 

Histograms of experimental measurements are compared with mode1 prediction, 



Figure 5.6 Large amount of reprecipitated precipitates afier 1250Q+lW0°C 

5.4 Discussion 

reheat. 

Figure 5.7 illusuates the precipitate evolution during the preheat and reheat cycles. 

Preheat treatments not only change the optical microstructures, but also the precipitate 

distributions. 12504 changes precipitate size distribution from bimodai into unimodai 

and produces supersatunted austenite. The supersacurated austenite provides a chernical 

driving force for precipitation and favorable nucleation sites, therefore, reprecipitation 

occurs in a certain tempenture range (900-10°C) during induction reheat, which 

produces a large amount of small precipitates. The precipitate distribution changes from 

unimodal into birnodal. The high density of precipitates provide high pinning force on 

grain boundary migration, resuiting in smaller grain sizes at the intermediate temperature 

range. 

The supersaturation decreases with the process of precipitation and the increase of 

temperature. Finaily, supersaturation does not exist and precipitate dissolution becomes 



Timr 

Figure 5.7 Schematic of precipitate evolution from different initial microstructures. (a) from as rolled 

condition, (b) from 1 250Q. 

the dominant mechrinism during furcher induction reheat. The reprccipitated precipitates 

redissdve quickIy because of their smd1 size. Therefo'ore. the prccipitate distribution 

changes t'rom bimodal into unimodal. and p i n  size increases quickIy becriuse of 

decreaséd precipitrice pinning. 

1250AC does not change the pattern of precipittite size distribution. but produces 

some coarsened precipitrites, resulting in larger austenite size during reherit. especially at 

hi$ temperatures. Thc precipitates in 900AC samples have not been rnwsured because 

no signilicant change is expected frorn the a-rollrd condition. 

The precipitate dissoiution-coarsening mode1 given in 94.5 wi5 aIso appiied to the 

precipitate evoiution of 1141Nb durhg induction reheat following a Welland Forge 

heating cycle. The precipitates measured in the as-roIled or preherited sampIes were used 

as initial conditions- The cdculaced precipitate size evohtions during induction reheat 



were compared with the experïmental measurernents, as shown in Figure 5.5 (a-c). For 

AR and 1250AC sarnples, the calculations give good agreement with the observations, 

although both the matcriais and the heriting cycle were diffcrent. 

The model does not take reprecipitation into account during induction reheat, 

thcrcfore, it does not predict the apperirance of the reprecipitated carbonitrides in the 

1250Q samples at intcrrnediate temperxures. But it does predict the precipitate size 

distribution at temperatures higher than 1200°C when the reprecipitated precipitrites 

redissolve. 

The grain growth rnodel given in $4.6 and $4.7 was also applied to the grain growth 

of 1 lilloib following the Welland Forge cycle. The calcuiated mean grriin diamerers as a 

function of reheat temperature and holding time are compared with the merisured vaIues 

in Figure 5.8. The modeled results give good with experimental observations for the as- 

rolled and sIowly cooled samples. It proves that 1150AC. which hafi Irirger precipitate 

sizes. would give coarsened grain sizes during reheat. A,oriin. the reprecipitation was not 

included in this model. tt does not predict the smaller grain sizes in the intemediate 

temperature rxge  for the 1250Q pretrestment. 

me. as w x  This study explnincd the interesting phenornenon o b s e ~ e d  by Wcllrind For, 

mentioned in $ 1. The Irirger grain sizes LOllowin,o prcheat + slow cmling treatment rire 

the restilt of coarsened precipitcite sizes durinz preheat cycle. while the smiiler grain sizes 

followinp preheüt + water quench treatment are caused by the reprecipitation ftom 

supersaturated austenite, Therefore, the unused billets after induction heriting should be 

quenched to avoid coarsened grain sizes. 
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Figure 5.8 Variation in grain diameter witfi temperature and holding tirne (Welland Forge cycle). 

Data points are measured values and the lines are calculated from the grain growth model. 



Chapter 6. Recrystallization After 

Hot Deformation 



6.1 Stress-strain curves during deformation 

The true stress-true strain curves during deformacion after various holding tirnes at 

different ternperatures are shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. Deformation stresses increased 

monotonicdly with deformation strriin, showing that dynamic recrystallization did not 

occur during deformation. Genedly, deformarion stress decrerised with increasing 

ternpertiture and holding tirne, This pattern w u  followed until strüin-induced 

precipitation occurred. Strain-induced precipitates caused signiticünt precipitation 

strengthening, resulting in higher deformation stresses. This can bc observed frorn the 

stress-strziin curves of 1541Nb at 950°C (Figure 6.1~) and 154lVTi tit 850°C (Figure 

6.2~) .  

6.2 Recrystnllization fraction and softening fraction 

Figure 6.3 shows the softening hctions (closed symbols) and recrystallization 

fiactions (open syrnbols) for various holding tirnes and temperitures. The solid lines are 

fitted curves based on the softening data at each of the deformation temperaturcs. 

Rearringing the Avrami equation (Equation 2.32). we have 

I 
log In(-) = log B + k ,  log t 

1-f, 

A linear curve can be obtained by plotting Iogln[I/([-f,)] vs. logt, and the Avrami 

constant can be determined h m  the slope, 

Typicd S-type softening wris observed rit 950-900°C in 1541VTi. and 1050-1000°C 

in 154LNb. The observed recrystallization fractions a_me reasonably we11 with softening 

fractions at these ternpentures, and che softening kinetics could be welI descrïbed by the 
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Figure 6.2 True stress-true slrain curves for different temperatures and holding limes (1541VTi). 



Figure 6.3. Softening fraction (closed symbols) and recrystallization fraction (open symbols) vs. 

interruption time from double-hit and single hit tests. The curves are plotted by fitting to the Awami 

equation. (a) 1541 Nb and (b) 1541VTi. 



A v r i i  cquation. .A ciifference between rhe softening fraction and the recrystüllization 

ti.iction \vas observed after deformation ut lowc-r temperarures. The sotiening Lfaction 

increased initially with longer holding rime, but a decrease of softening frriction has been 

found aftsr holding for a period. Typical S-type sotiening was no longer t'ollowed in this 

case, und could not hc fitted to the hvrami equation. The discr)ntinuous sotiening 

behavior atier deformation at lower temperatures w u  usociared with strain-induced 

precipitation. 

It was dso round that sotiening t'racticins could not be sxtendccl ro zero (typically 

h q e r  than 0.I). Tliese phenornena indicated that some of the softening wtis provided by 

recovery rather than rccrystdlization. 

6.3 kIicn)structurül observation 

The initial riustenite p i n  sizes were IZOprn for 154INb atier L20U0C reheat. and 

I 12pm for I541VTi aiter 1260°C reheat. 

The tvo1ution of the riustenite microstrucrure after deformation w u  determined tiom 

the q~ienched sainpies. which hrid been held for dirferenr tirnes after the first deforrnation. 

Typical cleformed microstructures are shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. in addition to 

pancaked austenite grains. detomarion bands were observed in some Large tiustenite 

srriins. Recrystailized grains nucleated predominantly at austenite grain boundaries. 

especidly in L54INb. The dongated MnS inclusions did not apperir to have any effect on 

recrystilization- 

Figure 6.6 shows the measured mean _orin dimeter plotted against the 

recrystalIization friction. Grain size initidly decrerised with incre~sing recryscaiIization 



(cl (4 

Figure 6.4. Typical austenite microstructure of 1541VTi after deformation at 900°C. (a) 0.5s hold, 

(b) 1 s hold, (c) 4s hold and (d) 9s hoid. 



(a) 1541VTi. 850°C, 16s (b) 1541VTi, 850°C, 16s 

(c) 1541Nb, 95~0%~ 0.5s (d) 1541 Nb, 950"C, 0.5s 

Figure 6.5 Typical austenite microstructure afler hot defornation. (a) Partially recrystallized 

microstructure. (b) Deformation band. (c) Partially recrystallited microstructure. (d) Recrystallized 

grains along grain boundarîes. 
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Figure 6.6 Variation of austenite grain sizes witfi recrystallization fraction. Solid and open symbols 

are measured from transverse and longitudinal directions respectively. (a) 1541 Nb (b) 1541VTi. 



t'riction. This tendency continued until recryst;illization was nearly iïnished. Then grain 

sizes slightly increasd with increasing recrystallization. This was caused by the 

coarsening of the recrystallized grains. 

The g r i n  size for completc recrystallization (D,) was determined by extending the 

measurccl curvcs to t;=l. The values obtained were -35pm for 154 1 VTi and -60prn for 

1541Nb. respectivcly. Compaing these values with the empirical eq~iations fer Ti-V and 

Nb steels (Table 7.8). it was found that they were close to the predictions given by 

Roberts et ai. ( 1983) and S e l l a  and Whiteman ( 1979). 

Typicd precipitritc distributions before and after deformation arc bhown in Figure 6-7, 

The prccipitates in 134 1VTi were mainly cuboids after reheat rit 1260°C. which were 

shown by EDS to be Ti-rich. with a T iN  rritio about 5.6. Large. $obular precipitares 

were found in 154LNb after 1200°C reheat. 

A large mount  of small(c50nm) globular precipitates was obsemed in those samples 

where strriin-induced precipitation oçcurred. especially 154 1Nb. For 1% 1 VTi. EDS 

indicated thrit these prccipitates were also mixed Ti and V, but the Ti/V ratio was ribout 

1.8. lotvcr than that atier reherit. 

Prccipitate size distributions for various treatments rire shown in Figure 6.5. The 

m e  amount distributions were unirnodal before striin-induced precipitrition occurrcd. A lar, 

of srnail precipitates tormed in 1S;CINb dunng strain-induccd precipitation. and the 

precipitate distribution changed into birnüdd* Some smaller prccipitates were also 

observed in LS4lVTi during strain-induced precipitation. but the effect was not as large 

ris in 1541Nb. 



Figure 6.7 Precipitate distribution in 1541Vli. (a) Undissolved precipitates after 1260°C reheat, 

(b) strain-induced precipitates after deformation (150s hold at 850°C). 
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Figure 6.8a Typical precipitate sire distri butions after deformation (1 541 Nb). 
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Figure 6.8b Typical precipitate size distributions after deformation (1541VTi). 



6.4 Modeling Recrystallization Kinetics 

The kA values derermined fom equation 6.1 were 0.86,0.68 and 0.16 respectively for 

154 1VTi ut 950, 900 and 850°C. and 0.9 1,0.49 and 0.15 for 154 1 Nb at 1050, 1000 and 

950°C. It is seen that the Avrami constant decreases with decreasing ternperature. This 

has been rittributeci to the segregation of microalloyed elements. which increases with 

decreüsing temperaturc (Kwon and DeArdo. 1986; Medina ei d., 1994). The fitted curves 

following this method have been given in Figure 6.3. 

The limitacion of the titted curves is that they have k e n  done i~iciivi~itial(v at each 

temperature. The only variable was time. The effects of temperature and composition 

were not taken into sccount. It is more desirable that a unitied q~iricion be developed 

which retlects the effects of composition. temperature and rime. similar to the empirical 

equations given in Table 2.8. 

From the Avrami equation (Equation 2.33). the recrystallizrition fraction can be given 

as 

The recrystrillizütion kinetics can be determined after the determination of the two 

parameters. k~ and t,. 

The first step is to determine t,. Following the suggestion given by Sellars et (11. 

( 1986, Equation 2.36) 

A linear curve is obtained by remmging Equation 6.3. The vdues of the constants (pl 



and q7) cm be determined from the dope and intersection, as is s h o w  in Figure 6.9. For 

this fitting, the recrystaIlization-stact tirne uf plain carbon steel i t:irn) as given by 

Sellm cr tri. (Table 2.7)  was used, md the solute concentration ([XI) was cdculated from 

the solubility products. The obtined empincal equations for to.0, are: 

1-26 x 10'" 
For 154lVTi: ri,,,, =t,:',:'"exp{[Ti]( - 12.060) ) [6.4aI 

T 

3 . 5 6 ~  IO' 
For 1541Nb: t,,,,, = t:;'iFn r.up(Nbl( -3.150)l [6.4b] 

T 

1541 Nb 

1 541 VTi .. 

Figure 6.9 Determining the constant values in Equation 6.3. 

The second step is to deternine the Avrrirni constant k.+ tt hüs been found that kx 

varies with deformation temperature, Medina et cti. ( 1994) suggested that this could be 

estimated by an exponential equacion 



where pl and q 3  are constants. Again. by using plotting hkA vs. LIT. a linear curve can be 

obtained and the values of the constants determined (Figure 6-10). The obtained ernpirical 

equations for kA are: 

187.500 
For 154 1VTi: k;, = 1 . 0 2 ~  10%xpp!-- 1 

RT 

235,000 
For 154INb: k ,  = 1 . 8 0 ~  IO" rxp(- 1 

RT 

With the constants determined above. the sotiening curves rit difkrent temperatures 

can be titted. as is shown in Figure 6.1 1. The ernpirical equations predict recrystallization 

kinetics well in absence of strain-induced precipittition. 

1 541 VTi 
'. 

Figure 6.10 Determining the constant values in Equation 6.5. 

6.5 Modeling Strain-Induced Precipitation 

It is çlear that stain-induced precipitation hi a [ar_oe et'fect on recrystallization 

behaviour when it occurs, A large mount of srnaIl precipitates increüses the flow stress 
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Figure 6.1 1 Softening fraction predicted by the unified model (lines) compared with experimental 

data. (a) 1541 Nb and (b) 1541VTi. 

by precipirate smngthening, and inhibits recrystallization softening by precipitate 

pinning. It is necessq  to determine when strain-induced precipitation stxts under a 

certain TMP condition. Obviously. it is a function of steel composition. deformation 

strain, and ternperricurc. 

For ri given composition, the chemical driving force for carbide or carbonitride 



precipitation c m  be dcterrnined from the supersaturation ratio of the alloy elernents, as 

ha'; been discussed in 57.6. In this study, this method has been Surther extended for 

complex carbonitrides like (Ti,V)(C.N). The derived chemical driving force for 

(Ti,V)(C.N) precipitation was given by: 

RT xk X; XC, x : 
AG,,,,, =-{xln-+(1-x)ln-+ yln-+(l- y)In-1 

7vm x i  x; x;. x:: 

Where X: and Xy arc the equilibrium and bulk concentrations of dernent i in austenite. 

respectively. V,, is the molar volume of the precipitate, and x iind y rue the atomic 

fraction of Ti and C in the precipitate (Ti,VI.,)(C,NI.,). . . The detailcd derivation is given 

in Appendix D. 

The cdculated chcmical driving forces for Nb(C.N) precipitation in 1541Nb and 

(Ti.V)(C.Nj precipitation in 154lVTi are given in Figure 6.11. Lt is found thrit the 

chernicaI driving forcc for Nb(C,i\C) precipitation increrises with decreasing tempenture. 

It is surprising, however. that the driving force for (Ti.V)(C.N) prccipication does not 

increase monotonically with decreasing temperature. but displays 1 extremes. This 

unexpected phenomenon has been attributed to the conventional ;tssumption that the 

nucleus has the same composition a'; the buIk precipitate in equiiihrium with the matrix 

at the holding ïemperature (Liu and Jonas. 1988). To modify this situation, it is suggested 

that the Ti content in the nucleus is the same as that in austenite during austenization. 

After this modification. the 1 extremes disappear and the chemica1 driving force for 

(Ti.V)(C.'C) precipitation decreases monotonicily with decreasing tcrnperiture. 
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Figure 6.12 Chemical driving force of TiV(C,N) in 1541VTi and Nb(C,N) in 1541Nb. The solid and 

broken lines for 1541VTi are before and after modification, respectively. 

The precipitation-stan time wris crilcubted with the classic nucleation theory. The 

basic procedure includes: ( 1) calcularc the solute concentration at reherit and deformation 

temperatures from the solubility product, which ha'; been discussed betore: (2) calculate 

che chernical driving force, elastic enersy and interfacial energy: (3) calculate the critical 

nucleus rüdius; (4) calculate nucleation rate of the precipitate: and tlnrilly ( 5 )  cdculate the 

time for 5% precipitation, Le.. precipitrition-start tirne. The method for sccp one was given 

in 42.1. while the others were discussed in $2.5. Detailed cülculation procedures rire 

piven in Appendix E. ïhe  related constants for this mode1 have been selected as: 

b=2.~xlO~'~'rn. ~~=0.50J/rn', r,i=2x10-'"rn and *.40, which are typical values from the 

literature (Dutta and Sehrs ,  1987: Liu and Jonas, 1988: Militzer et al.. 1992). The 

cdculated precipitation-start tirne ( t:,,, } iire shown in Fisure 6.13 by the dashed lines. 
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Figure 6.13 Static recrystailization curves and the start time for strain-induced precipitation. t0.2, t0.5 

and f0.95 refer to 20%. 50% and 95% softening time, tE,,,refers to precipitation-start time. 

(a) 1541 Nb and (b) 1541 m. 



The shonest precipitation tirne is üt about 950°C for both 154lVTi and 

a h,".j approximately 10 seconds. At 950°C. the recrystallization rate for 154 

154 [Nb, with 

1VTi is much 

fàster than precipitation, and recrystrillization finishes before precipitation occurs. At 

900°C. prccipitation occurs afrer recrystdlization is almost complete. At 850°C. 

precipitation occurs atier a smdI amount of recrystallization occurs. It can be expecred 

chat the eftèct of strliin-induced precipitation on recrystallization is none at 950°C, smdl 

at 900°C. and strong at YjO°C in 154 1 VTi. 

Similar precipitation behaviour is t'ound t'or lj4lNb. Striin-induccd precipitation h a  

little, intermediate and stron: effecr on recrystallization at 1030. 1000 and 950°C. 

respectively. These prcdictions give good agreement with experimental observations. 



Chapter 7. Summary 



The main objective of this study was to model microstructural evolurion of 

microdIoyed forging steels during induction heating and therrnornechanicai processing. 

A goup of microalloyed forging sreels have been used for the rxperiments: I54lNb. 

LSLSIVTi. 1541AL and l l4lNb. Three experiments have been performcd: (1 )  Precipitate 

dissolution and grain growth during induction heating: (3) Effcct of initial micro- 

structures on grain growth during induction retient; and (3) Recrystallization and strain- 

induced precipitation af'ter hot defocmation. The et'fects of temperature and time on grriin 

growth, precipicate sizes and recrystallization kinetics have been determined. 

An important conrribution of this study is the treatment for a distribution of 

precipitate sizes. Based on this, two physicd models have been proposed: ( 1 )  A 

precipitatc dissolution-comening model: and (2) A rnodit'ied Zcner equation for a 

distribution of precipitrires. 

These two models have been ripplied to precipitlite size evolution and grain growch 

during induction heating. The precipitate sizes for a';-rolled and preheated conditions 

have been used as the only input data. A senes of precipitare size distributions md  grain 

sizes have been predicted from the models and compüred with experiinental observations. 

It ha been found that thesr modeIs remain valid for man? different rnicroalloy elements, 

initial conditions and hcacing cycles. 

Empirical equations have been determined for recrystallization kinetics in the absence 

of suain-induced precipitation. The et-fects of temperature. time and microdioy content 

have been incorporated in these equations, which broadens their application scope. Ct is 

aiso found that the starting point of strüin-induced precipication clin be predicted by 

ciassic nucleation theory. 



I I I  

The foilowing conclusions can be drawn from this study: 

(1 )  Grain growth of microalloyed forging steels is influenced by steel composition 

and heating conditions. 134iVTi has the lowest grain growth rate during induction 

heating, while 13JlAI has the highest. Grain sizes increase with increüsing temperature 

and holding tirne. 

(2) Grain growth of microdloyed forging steels during induction heating can be 

descnbed as: smil,  uniform grain sizes at lower temperature: abnormal pain growth at 

intermediate temperature, and large but normd grain sizes tit higher temperature. 

(3) Precipitate evolution during induction heating is different t'rom furnace heating. 

Precipitate density dccreases durinq induction heüting, and bimoclal precipitate size 

distribution changes into unimodal tit high temperature because sonit. of the precipitütes 

(especiiilly smdl oncs) dissolve into matrix. The precipitate s i x  cvolution cannot be 

explained by the existing theories bascd on mean sizes. 

(4) Different initial microstructures give sirnilar grain sizes at low reheüt temperature. 

but different grain sizes are found when the temperature is higher. Compared with the ris- 

rolied condition, the preheat + quench treatment results in smriller grain sizes at 

intermediate temperature becriuse reprecipitation occurs in the supersaturrited austenice in 

this tempenture range. The preheüt + slow cooling treatment gives Irirger grain sizes at 

high reheat temperature due to precipitate coarsening during the preherit cycle. 

(5) The recrystallizcition kinetics of microaIloyed for& steels crin be descnbed by 

the Avrrirni equation before suain-induced precipitation occurs. The precipitation-stm 

time c m  be predicted by classic nucleation theory. 

(6) Precipitate evolution during induction heating c m  be well described by the 



precipitate dissolution-coarsening model proposed in t his study. This model is based on 

diffusion theory but mcidified to incorporate the effec~ of precipitate size distribution and 

equilibrium solubility. This model shows th-at precipitiite dissolurion is the controlling 

mechanism during r~pid induction heriting. 

(7) The Zener equation hiis been moditied for a distribution of precipicace sizes. It is 

found thrit using the m t m  precipitate size usually overestimares the actuaI pinning 

Fressure from a group of precipitates of different sizes. The différence may be up to ri 

hcror of 2. dependinp on precipitate size distributions. 

(8) X grain growth model has been developed bued on the mocliticd Sener equütion. 

Starting t'rom the initial precipitate size distribution in the bar stock. rhis rnodcl predicrs 

the merin g r in  diameter at al1 strige of the heüting cycle. and givcs ri good agreement 

with measured vducs. 

The follriwing topics nseds tiirther investi@ion in future studies: 

( L )  Application of the derived models in other continuous heating cycles: The modets 

estriblishcd in this scudy m not iimited to induction heating, dthoufh they were derived 

initialiy for induction heriting process. Actudly. they müy be suitiible for other kind of 

continuous heating cycles of rnicrotilloyed steds. such as continuous annealing or 

welding, because of the simiIür physicd rnechanisms. 

(2 )  The effects of tempemure and strain distributions on rnicrosrmcrunl evolution: A 

typicai forging operation involves non-uniform temperature md strnin distributions. Their 

effeccs have not k e n  ccinsidered in this study. The temperature and strain distributions 

are wel! described by existing finite eiernent rnodels, Tt wouId be worthwhlle to combine 



the established physical models with the finite elernenc models to pivc better prediction of 

microstnictural evolurion during torging operacions. 

(3) The method to determine recrystallization fraction: Direct meariurement of 

rccrysta1lizrition friction by rnetdlogrüphy is difficult. Several methods are rivailable to 

measure softening frriçtion from the stress-strain curves of double-hic recrystallization 

test, including back extrnpolütion method, 0.2% offset method, 5% offset method. and 

merin tlow stress method. Etich method has been supported by wme experimentd 

observations, howevcr. they give different results when applied to one set of stress-strain 

curves. It is not cieu which method sives the most reliable results, A method based on 

the areris under stress-strain Cumes has been used in this study bccause of its sound 

physiciil meaning. However. the difference between soticnine fraction iind 

recrystallizrition is obscrved when the effect of recovsry is not negiigible. More work 

needs to he done to determine the contributions to sotiening by recpstalliztition and by 

recovery. 

(4) Physicril modeling of recrystrillization: So Far. most of the models on 

recrystiilization kinetiçs are stili bsed on titting the Avrami equiition. while physicd 

models have been established for most other transfomütions. More generic models need 

to be developed. 
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Appendix A. Calculation of Equilibrium Solubility of 

Complex Carbontrides 

A. 1 Nb(C,N) tvue of carbontrides 

The caiculation method for solubility of Nb(C,N) type of precipitates was suggested 

by Hudd et al.( 197 1). A group of 2 equations have been derived as follows: 

[A. la] 

[A. 1 b] 

where y is the atomic hction of carbon in the carbonitride. There rire 2 unknowns, [Nb] 

and y, in the 2 equations. Their values can be easiIy sotved with numerictil methods. The 

following cornputer program has been written with ~Mriple V. The nurnbers at the 

beginnins of e x h  Line is not required by the progrüm. but used only for eiisy 

understanding. 

# input Nb, C and N contents in the steel and the reheat temperature. 

Nb0:=0.038: CO:=û.4 1: NO:=0.0053: Ternp:=900+273: 

# input materials constants (mole weight and density) 

MNb:=92.9 1: MC:= 14.0 1 : MN.=12.0 1: 

gammaFe:=S.O: gammaNbC:=7.84: gammaNbN:=8-4 1 : 

# input solubility product data 

KiiC:=LOA(4.37-929OtTemp): 

KNbN:= LOA(4.0LI- 10230A"emp): 



# build the equation 

Coeff4:=-ivIN*hIC: 

Coet'f3:=7*NbO+MN*MC-COY MC*MNb-NO*MN*MNb: 

Cueft2:=bINb*MN*KNbN+NOaNbO*MN~KUb-Nbo*Nbo*~Mc*W 

+MNb*MC*KNbC + CO*NbO*MC*MNb: 

Cueffl:=NO* KNbC*MNb*MNb-KNbN*NbO*bCN*bINb-NbO*bINb*MC*tCI%C 

+CO*KiiN*rn*MN6: 

Cuet'fO:=-t(lUbC*mN*MNb*MNb: 

Eq:=Coeff4*NhswtA4+C~eff3*Nbst~cA3+C~eft7*~s~tA2+Ct~et'tl1*Nbswt 

+Coe fiU=O: 

# solve the equation tu get the required data 

sulution:=fsolvei (Eq) .{ Nbswt 1 .{ Nbswt=O..NbO 1); 

rissign(%): 

x:=Nbswt*CO'~~MNb/(MNb*K;\ibC+Nbswr~NbO-Nbswt)*MN~: 

Nbppt:=MS!-Nbswt: 

Cppt:=x*NbpprWN/MNb: 

Cswt:=CO-Cppt: 

Nppt:=( 1 -.u)"(NbO-Nbswt)*MC/MLVb: 

Nswt:=NO-Nppt: 

tNbC:=CpptX( l +blNb/MC)*_oammaFe/ymmd%C: 

tNbN:=Nppt*( I+bWb/MN)*~arnm~e/gi~mm'iuVbN: 

C=iNbC+ tNbN: 

#reset the variables for ned cakulation. 



A 2  (Nb.VMC.NI tvpe of Carbontrides 

For the solubility of (Nb,V)(C,N) type carbonitrides. the regular solution mode1 

proposed by Hillert and Staffansson ( 1970) was used by Speer et al. ( 1987) to express the 

tiee energy of the (Nh.V)(C.N) with the free rncrgies of the binary ccimpounds: 

where K. y are the atomic fractions of Ti and C in the carbonitride. G:,, ,G\,, , G:, and 

I GV, are the molar kce energies of the pure binary compounds. S'" is the ideal rnolar 

entropy of mixing. ['G"' is the excess rnolar tke energy of mixing. ,According to Timkin 

(Speer er al., 1987). the ideal entropy of mixing is: 

The excess molar tiee energy of mixing is expressed using regular solution rnodel: 

Uh 
%ln = X . U ( L - ~ ) ~ R : ~ ,  + ~ ( l - x ) ( l - y ) ~ ; , ,  +~y!l-y)n;,  

+ ( l -  xjy(1- y ) ~ &  

where RN,, , RN,, . fi,":, R& are reguirir so~ution pxmeters. 

A group of t h e  equations have been derived by following these a~surnptions: 



The rcquired m a s  balance equations are: 

1-.u v,, = f(-) + ( l -  f)[Vl 
7 

[A.Se] - 

where SlcN is regulru solution parameter. [Nb], [VI, [Cl and [NI are the equilibrium mole 

fractions of e x h  species in austenite. f is  the nrole~racrinn of precipitaies at equilibrium. 

Nbn, VI,. Co and Nn rire mole fractions of these elements in the steel. 

There rire seven equations from Equations A.S(a-g! and seven unknowns ([Nb]. [VI, 

[Cl, [NI. t: x and y). It has been found that this group of equations are very difficuIt io 

solve, since neptivc values are often pused into the logarithm Juring numerical 

cdculation. The initial values have to be selected cruetiilly to set convergence, 

This problem can be solved by programrning with Maple V. The complex numerical 

caiculations are handled by the internai mathematics libcary. Therefore. the cdcuiation 

procedures are si@icruitly simplified. The initial values are generdIy not necessary. 

The results of m exiunple of cdculation is given in Figure AL for 154lVTi. 



#This program is based on the methodology developed by Speer et al. ( 1987). 

# Input the desired reheat temperature. 

T:= 1000+273; 

# the rnolar weight of Nb,V,Ti,C.N.Fe. 

MNb:=92.9 1 : MV:=50.95: MTi:=47.90: MC:=i 2.0 1 : MN:= 14.0 I : ~MFe:=55.85: 

#Regdu solution puameter LCN and gas constant R. 

LCN:=4260: R:=8.3 14: 

# the Nb,V and Ti cornpositiontwt%) in the steel. 

TiOwt:=O.O14: VOwt:=O. 1 14: COwr:=O.J: NOwt:=0.009: 

# canvert wt% into at%. 

CO:=COwt*MFe/( 100*MC); 

NO:=NOwt*MFt./( lOO*MN); 

VO:=VOwt*MFd( 100*iWj: 

TiO:=TiOwt*MFt./( lOO*MTi): 

# solubility produet( in wt%) oCNbC, VC and Tic respcctively. 

KVCwt:= 1OY 6.72-93'00/T): 

KTiCwt:=1OA(2.75-7500JT); 

18) # solubility product( in w t 8 )  of NbN, VN, and TiN respectively. 

19) KVNwt:=10A(3.46-8330/T); 

20) KTiNwt:=1OA(0.322-8000rT); 

21) # convert solubility product from wt% into at%. 

22) KVC:=(iMFe/ 100)A2/(MV*MC)*KVCrvt: 

23) KTiC:=(MFe/ 100)A2/(MTi*MQ* KTiCwc: 



24) KVN:=(MFe/100iA2/(MV*MN)*KVNwt: 

25) KTiN:=(MFe/ 100)A2/(MTi*MN)*KTiNwt; 

26) # Nbeq, Veq, Ceq. Neq are the molar content of' Nb, V. C, N in riustenite respective. 

f is the molar frclction of carbonitride. The stoichiometry of the carbonitride is 

Nb, VI -&N 1-!. 

17) #Er([-Eq7 are the set of equations with 7 unknowns (Nbeq. Veq, Ceq, Neq, x, 

y, f ). 

28) Eq 1 :=y*Ln( x*yd' KTiC/(Tieq*Ceq))+( 1-y)*ln(x*( ! j)*KTiN/(Tieq4:Neq)i 

+LCN/R/TT' y*( 1 -y)&; 

29) Eq7:=x*In(x*yqKTiC/(Tieq*Ceq))+( 1-.u)*ln(y *( 1-.u)*KVC/( VeqTeq)) 

+LCN/iUT"( 1-y)"2=0: 

30) Eq3:=x*ln(x*( l -y)*KTiN/(Tieq*Neq))+( i-x)*ln(( t -.u)*( l -y)*KVN/(Veq*Neq)) 

+LCN/R/T ::y*y=O: 

3 1) Ecl.T:=Tieq=(TiO-Pd?)/( 1 4 ;  

32) EqS:=Veq=(VO-t"'( i -x)/2)/( 14): 

33) Eqb:=Ceq=(CO-fr:y/2)/( 1-0; 

34) Eq7:=Neq=(NO-P( 1 -y)/2)/( 1-0: 

35) # substitute Eq4-Eq7 into Eql. Eq2 and Eq3 respectively. Thrce equations will be 

obtained: Eq8, Er19 and EqLO, with 3 unknowns(f. x, y). 

36) Eq8:=su bs(Tieq=(TiO-tYd2)/( 1-t'),Veq=(VO-P( 1-x)/2)/( I - t.),Ceq=(CO-t'Y-2)/( 1-0, 

Neq=(NO-P( 1 -y ,/2)/( L-t).Eq 1): 

37) Eq9:=subs(Tieq=cTiO-Px/2)/( 1-t).Veq=(VO-t'C( 1-x )/2)/( 1-t).Ceq=(CO-Py/2)/( 1 -t). 

Neq=(NO-f*( 1 -y d7)l( 1-t) ,Eq2); 



38) Eq I O:=subs(Tieq=(TiO-Pd?)/( 1-t'),Vcq=(VO-P( l -.u)/î)/( 1 -I'),Ccq=(CO-f*y/2)/( 1-0, 

Nt.q=(NO-fX( 1 -y]i2)/( 1 -f),Eq3); 

39) # Solve Eq8-EqlO to get the values of f. x and y. The solution ranges are 

specified to ensure the correct answer. Othenvise, negtive solutions may corne 

out. The specitïed ranges are dso helpful to shorten the calcularing cime. 

40) soliition:=t3olver ( EqS,EqC),Eq [ O }  .( f.x.y } ,(f=U,.O.Ol,x=O..l,y=~L..L } I ;  assign(%); 

11) # Ttr get the molür fractions of Nb, V, C, N in austenite. 

42) Tieq=(TiO-Pd2 1/( L 4'): assign(%): 

43) Vsq=(VO-t'*( 1-x i / l ) l (  14): a s s i g (  % 1: 

44) Ceq=(CO-PyI2)lf I-1); xsign(%'c): 

45) Nq=(NO-t'X( I -y 1/1)/( L -1'): asign(%): 

46) # Change the molar fraction into weight percent. 

47) T i q  wt:=Tieq* I (IO* MTi/MFe: 

48) Vqwt:=Veq* 1 00*MV/MFe: 

9 # Chwt, Nswt ruc the weight percent of C. N in solution. 

50) Crqwr:=Ceq* 100*MC/MFe: 

5 I ) Neqwt:=Neq* lOO*MN/MFe: 

52) # Reset the variables for the next cûlculation. 

53) un;issign('t~.'x'.'y'.'Nbeq','Veq'.Tieq'.'Ceq','Neqt~: 

54) ~~;LS~~~~('CO'.'NO'.'N~O'.'VO',T~O',T'.'R'.'LCN'): 

55) unrissign('tuUbC'.'KVC,'KTiC'.'LWN'.'KVN'.'KTiN'}; 



Temperature (OC) 

Figure A. l  Equilibrium solubility of V and Ti, volume fraction of precipitates. atomic fraction of Ti 

and C in precipitates, at different temperatures (1541ViÏ). Where Ve and Ti, are dissolved V and 

Ti respectively. VO and Ti0 are the total V and Ti contents in the steel. x and y are the atomic 

fractions of Ti and C in the carbonitride. 

A.3 (MI ..... M,NC.-O Tvue of Carbontrides. 

For more complex carbonitrides like (LM, ...., iLI,)(C,N), Rios (199 I ) fUnher extended 

the regulrir solution mode1 to caiculüte the solubility of multi-componenc carbonitride. [t 

lm been shown that: 



(1  - y ) f  = N,, -(I-2f)[N1 

where t' is the molür fraction of cirbonitride. y is the ritomic tkictions of carbon in the 

complex carbonitride. Khio and Kxini are the molar solubility products of b i n e  carbides 

and nitrides. [Cl and [w are the equilibrium molar frictions of crirbon and nitrogen in 

riustenite. Moi is molar fraction of che rnicroril1oy element in the steel. 

Substituting A.6(c-e) into A.6(a and b) results in a group of  two cquations with two 

iinknowns. [Cl and [NI. Their values cm be solved easily with numerical methods. then 

the other unknows can be obtained. 

1) #This prograrn is based on the rnethodology developed by R.P. Rios (1991). 

2)  # the m o l u  weight of Nb. V. Ti. C, N. Fe. 

3) MNb:=92.9 1: MV:=5095: MTk47.90: MC:=11.0 1: MN:=l.C.O I: MFe:=S5.85: 

4) # the Nb,V and Ti contents(wt%) in the steel. 

5)  XO 1 wt:=û-18: X02wt:=0.21: X03wt:=û.O: COwt:=0.57: NOwt:=O.O 18: 

6 )  # Input the desired reheat temperature. 



7) T:= l2OO+U3: 

8) # solubility product( in wt%) of NbC, VC and T i c  respectively. 

9) KC 1 wt:= LOA(4.37-9290n3; 

10) KC2wt:= 1OA(6.71-95OOm; 

1 1 ) KC3wt:=1OA(2.75-75001T); 

12) # solubility product( in wt%) of NbN, VN, and TiN respectively. 

13) KN 1 wt:=10A(4.W L0230/T): 

14) KNlwt:=10A(3.46-83301T); 

L5) KN3wt:= 10A(0.322-8000iT); 

16) # çonvert solubility product from wt% into at%. 

17) KC l:=(MFe/100~A2/(MNb*~MC~*KCl wt; 

18) KC2:=(MFe/ 100iAY(MV*MC)* KClwt: 

19) KC3:=(MFe/100)A2/(MTi"MC)*KC3wt; 

20) KN 1 :=(MFe/100iA3J(MNb*~~*KNtwt:  

21) ffi\IZ:=(MFe/ 100)A2/(MV*MN)*KiU7wt; 

22) KN3:=(MFe/ 100)AY(MTi*MN)d:mr3wt: 

23) # convert wt% into at% . 
34) CO:=COwt*MFe/( LOO*MC); 

25) NO:=NOwt*MFd( lOO*MB'); 

26) XO l:=XO 1 wt*MFe/( lOO*MNb); 

77) XO?:=XOîwt*iLIFe/( 1 OO*MV); 

28) XO3:=XO3 wt*iLIFe/( lOO*MTi): 

29) # f i s  the molar fmction ofcarbonitride- y ruid tN are the atomic frictions of cxbon  



and nitrogen respectively in che interstitial lattice of the complex conbonitride. Cs 

and Ns are the atomic fractions of carbon and nitrogen respectively in solution in 

austenite. 

30) Eq I :=f=(CO+NO-Cs-Ns)/C 1 -2*(Cs+Ns)); 

3 1 ) Eql:=y=(CO-( 1-2" t)*Cs)/t'; 

33) subs(f=(CO+NO-Cs-Ns)/( 1-ZTs-l*Ns),Eq2); simplify(%); 

33) Eq3:= 1-y=(NO-( 1-7*t)'Ns)/f; 

34) subs( t'=(CO+NO-Cs-Ns)l( !-2*Cs-2*Ns),Eq3): simplify( % ): 

35) Eq3:=Cs=y/(XO INKC 1 *( 1-'>*f+P(Cs/KC l+Ns/Kii l)))+X02/( KC2*( l-Z*f 

+tS1'(Cs/KC2+Ns/ffiV2)))+X031( KC3 *( I -2*f+P(Cs/KC3+Ns/KiV3)) )): 

36) Eq6:=subs(f=(CO+NO-Cs-Ns)/( 1 -2*Cs-2*Ns),y =-(-C0+2*CO"?is+Cs- 

~"CS*NO)/(CO+NO-CS-Ns), I -y = I NO-~*CS*NO-NS+~"CO'NS )/(CO+NO-CS- 

Ns ~Eq4): 

37) Eqj:=Ns=( L-y)/( XO l/(KNI*( I-l"tif*(C~/KC l+Ns/KiV I )))+X02/( W2*( 1 -I*f 

+f~'(Cs/KC?+Ns/KiU7))+XO3/{ KN3*( 1-2*f+fX(Cs/KC3+Ns/ICV3)))): 

38) Eq7:=subs(f=(CO+NO-CS-Ns)/( L -2"Cs-Z*Ns).y =-(-C0+7*CO*?Js+Cs- 

Ig'Cs*NO)/(CO+NO-Cs-Ns),( 1-y) = (NO-2*Cs*NO-Ns+2"CO"Ns )/(CO+NO-Cs- 

Ns ).EqS); 

39) # Solve Eq.6 and 7 to get the Cs and Ns and other parameters. 

40) so~ution2:=fsolve( (Eq6,Eq7}, (Cs.Ns j .[Cs=O.. 1 J%=O.. 1 1 ); assign(%): 

4 1) f=(CO+NO-Cs-Ns )/( 1-2*(Cs+Ns )); assign(%): 

42) y =-( -C0+2*CO*'ls+Cs-2*Cs*NO)/(CO+NO-Cs-Ns): as@(% ): 

43) 1-y = (NO-~*CS*'IO-NS+~*CO*N~)/(CO+NO-C~-N~): assign(%): 



LW) # X 1, X2, X3 is the atomic trraction of Nb,V,Ti in üustenite. 

45) X 1 :=XO l/( 1 -2* f+P(Cs/KC t +Ns/KiU 1 ) ): 

46) X2:=X02/( 1 -2*f++P(Cs/KC2+Ns/KW)); 

47) X3:=X03/( 1-2*f+P(Cs/KC3+Ns/LV3) ); 

48) # fl. 12, t3 is the atomic fraction of h3.V. Ti in the substitutiontil lattice. 

49) fl:=(XO 1-( 1-I*tl"'Xl)/k 

50) t k ( X 0 2 - (  1 -2'"Ia'X2)/C 

5 1 )  t3:=(XO3-( 1-3* tI4'X3)/t.; 

52) # Xlwt, X2wt, X3wt are the weight percent of Nb, V, Ti in austenite. 

53) X 1 wr:=X l* lOO*MNb/MFe: 

54) X3wt:=X2* lOO:%IV/MFe: 

55) X3wt:=X3* LOO*Ti/MFe: 

56) # Cswt, Nswt are the weight percent of C, N in solution. 

57) Cswt:=Cs* 100*MCMFe; 

58) Nswt:=Ns* IOO*MN/MFe: 

59)  #Rcset the variables for nexc c;dculation. 

60) unassign('P.'y'.'Cs'.'Nç'); 

6 1) uni~ssign('CO','NO'.'XO l','XOT,'XO3'); 

62) unassign('KC l'.'Li Lt.'KC2','KNI'.'KC3'.'LY3'); 



Appendix B. Calculation of Precipitate Evolution during 

Induction Heating 

The çrilculation of precipitate dissolution and coarsening is biised on a numerical 

method. 'The continuous heating cycle bas been sectioned into ri number of srnail 

intewüls. Isothermal condition is assumed in each interval. The change of precipitate size 

is recorded and u p p d e d  in crich interval by the rule of additivity. The dissolution- 

coarsening mode1 has been discussed in $4.5. 

Dissolution should stop when equilibrium solubility is reached. The volume fraction 

change following precipitate dissohtion is monitored during cach srcp of the calculation. 

so that the equilibrium solubility is not exceeded. 

The precipitrites measured in the ris-rolled or as-preheated condition have been used 

ris the initial precipitritc size distribution. More thrin 300 precipitate diameters have been 

input for ri cdculrition, The size of erich precipitate is tracked rit each step of the 

calculation. therefore. the precipitate size distribution c m  be obtained. The startirtg 

tempemure is 720°C t'or 1341Nb and 700°C for I54lVTi. According to the solubiIity 

caiculations. the maximum volume fractions of precipitate are obtained at these 

temperatures. 

The following program has been used for 1541Nb. It is written in Turing language. 

This is a srnail, simple and user-friendly software developed by the University of 

Toronto. 



C/C Composition of the steel ( 154 1Nb) 

const NbO:rm1:=0.036 

cunst CO:real:=O.40 

cmst NO:red:=0.005 

% reheat temperature and temperoture for sturting calculütion. 

viir Vrehexreal % reheac cate(C/sec) 

var Tr:red:=700+273. '3 rwumc i t  is the room temp. 

ccinst TO:real:=720+773. C/c temp. for starting cdc. 

var Treheat:real:= L?6(k273. C/c reheüt temp. 

Materials constants 

crinst MNb:rc:iI:=92.9 I % atomic weighc of Nb 

wnsc ~MC:reül:=I4.01 % aromic weight oi N 

const MN:rcai:= 12.0 1 % litornic weight of C 

const R:reril:=X.3 14 

const gammriFe:=8.0 5% density of Fe(austenire) 

çrinst giimm;uibC:=7.84 

ccinst gamaiYbN:=8.4 1 

Variables for colculntions. 

var Nbswt,Cswt.Nswt:reaI % Nb/C/N content in so1ution 

var x:red % atomic kriction of C in ppc- 

var hippt. Cppt. Nppc:reai CTc NbICPi content in ppt 

var tNbC. tIbN:reaI 56 voIume thceion of NbC and NbN 

KU step:real '% steep by step inteption. 



var tD:real % volume fraction of NbCN at room temp. 

var CNbi, CNbm :red % Nb conc. at interphase, matrix and ppt. 

var CNbppt:=hlNb/(MNb+MN/2+1MC/2) 5% 112 is used for simplitication. 

var D:real % Diffusion coeficient of V in riustenite. 

var kred % volume t'raction of NbCN. 

var k: real 8 supersaturation ratio 

var T:real:=TO % Tr:room temperature. 

C/c  Input experimental data. Al1 the data are saved in tile "AS 1 541Nb.txtw. 

% This file should be saved in the Lolder where Turing is savcd (C:\winoot\). 

var fileName:string:=" AS 154 1 Nb.txtn 

var tiicNo:int 8 U S C ~  for the opened file. 

var N:int:=#O 

var r. rû. r-tmp:riray 1 ..N of real 56 -mp used for save r( i values. 

var r0-sum:rc;il:=O 

9; i t  is rissumeci that Vfo=(rlA3+r?"3+ ...)l(r01"3+d2A3+,.,) 

7;- rOsum is used to srive (rû lA3+rû2"3+ ... ) 

open: fileNo, tilei\iame. get 

for i: 1 ..N 

%exit when eof 

get : fileNo, rO(i) 

rO(i):=tO(i)/10**7 

r(i j:=dN il 

dsum:=rO-sum+r(i)**3 



end for 

close: tileNo 

% Solve equation for equilibrium solubility of Nb. Bisectiun method is used to 

calculate the results. The initial value of [NbJsol (NbLeti and NbRight) are 

rissumeci to start the caiculation. The required range of error is Epsilon<=O.OOûO 1. 

t'rrnction Soi-Nb(var T:real):reai 

var NbLeft, NbRight, Z:reai %Z is required for the iteration méthod. 

var Epsilon:real:=0.00000 1 

var Coeff0,Coeff 1 ,CoefE,CoefB.Coeff4:real 

NbLefi:=O.O 

NbRight:=NbO 

var KNbC.KNbN:real C/o solubility product of NbCINbN 

tCubC:=10*2'(4.37-9290r[3 % lo~[Nb][Cl= 4.37-9290/T 

KNbN:=lO**(-I.W lO23OK) C/o log[Nb][Nl=J.O4- lO23O/T 

Coeff4:=-iLIN*MC 

Coet'f3:=2*olbO*MN*bIC-CO*MC* MNb-NO*MN*bfNb 

Coeft2:=biNb*mXKNbN+NO*NbO*W*MNb- 

NbO~'Nb0*~1C*MN+l~Vb*bIc*mC+CO*NbO"~1C*MNb 

CoeffL:=NO*KiiC*MNb*MNb-KNbN*NbO*MN*MNb- 

NbO*MNb*MC*KNbC+CO*KNbN*MNb*MNb 

C U ~ ~ ~ O : = - K ~ ~ C * K N ~ N * M N ~ * L M N ~  

5 Start Calculation 

loop 



Nbswt:=(NbLeft+NbRight)/2 

Z:=Nbswt**J*Coeff4+Nbs~t*~3*C0eft3+Nb~~t**2*C0eCtZ+Nb~~vt*C0eff 1 

+CoeiYO 

exit when abs(NbRight-Nbswt)c=EpsiIon 

if Zc0 then 

N b L s k N b s w t  

else 

NbRight:=Nbswt 

end if 

end loop 

rcsult Nbswt 

end Sol-Nb 

% Calculate equilibrium volume fraction 

fiinction Vol-Frrict(var T:redl:real 

var Nbswt:=Sol-Nb(TI 

.u:=Nbswt*CO*'MNb/(MNb*KNbC+Nbswt*(NbO-Nbswt)*h/lNI 

N bppt:=NbO-Nbswt 

Cppt:=x*Nbppt*btN/MNb 

Nppt:=( 1-x)*(NbO-Nbswt)*MCfMNb 

tNbC:=Cppt*( l+&lNb/MC)*gamaFe/g;unma~\lbC 

tNbN:=Nppt*( 1 +MNb/MN)*~arnmaFe/~iunmuUbN 

rcsult tNbC+thrbN 

end Vol-Fmct 



% calculate the supersaturation ratio, k. 

tiinction SütuRacio(var T:real):real 

CNbi:=Sol-Nb(T) 

CNbm:=SoI-Nb(Tr) 

k:=l*(CNbi-CNbm)/(CNbppt-CNbi) 

rcsult k 

end SüruRütio 

% calculate diffusion rate, D. 

funçtion Diffitsion(var T:real): reai 

0:=53O*exp( -WMXlO/( R*T)) 

resulr D 

end Difision 

C / ç  Precipitate dissolution during heating (and holding). 

tU:=VoL_Friict(Tr) 

var tirne-diss, 1-hold. t-he1d:rcd 

var rsurn:rcal 

r_hold:red:=60 

put "hoIding tirne=". ~ J ~ o l d  

varcount:int:=O 

var kl. DI .  tl:rcal 

hop 

k l  :=SatuRritio(T) 

D I :=Diffusion(T) 



f 1 :=Vol-Fract(T) 

rsum:=O 

if T<=87O+V3 then 

Vreheiit:=2 1 

eIsif T<Treheat then 

Vrehetit:= 10 

else 

Vreheüt:=O 

end if 

ilTc=I000 then 

step:=O. 1 

elsif Tc= 1700 then 

step:=O. 1 

else 

Y tep:=O.O 1 

end if 

T:=T+Vreheat*step 

%exit when T>Treheat 

if T>=Treheat then 

T:=Tre heat 

count:=count+l 

t-heId:=count*step 

exit when tJeld>=t-hoId 
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138) 

139) 
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141) 
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143) 
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148) 

149) 

150) 

151) 

152) 

153) 

1 54) 

end if 

for i: 1 ..N 

%N vrilue should not be changed in d l  the cdculation, othenvise the 

equation lose its meaning. in another word, the application ofequation 

fv/fvo=(rlr0)~3 depends on the prerequisite, Le., N is constant. 

r-tmp( i):=r(i) 

if r(i)>O then 

timc_diss:=r(i)**2/(kl *D 1)  

if tirne-dissxtep then 

r( i):=sqrt(r(i)**?-kl*D 1 %tep) 

else 

rc i):=O 

end if 

end if 

end for 

foc i: 1.N 

if r(i)>O then 

r-sum:=c-~um+r(i):~*3 

end il  

end for 

f:=tD*(r-sum/rOyum) 

if ( T>=Treheat and Fdl ) then 

put "dissolution complete. t=".t-held 



exit 

end if 

for i: 1 ..N 

if f<fl then 

%E=tl>*( 1 -(d(i)**3-r(i)**3)/fl-sum) 

r( i ):=r-tmp(i) 

end if 

end for 

end loop 

put "T=".T-273 

C/c Precipitate çoarsening during holding. 

const int-srg:={).5/1Ox*7 C/ci/cmA2 

var V-NbCN. Nb-moI:real 

var V-aust:=7. L %cmA3/mol 

var de1t~r:arrriy 1 ..N of red 

var r-mean:real 

V-NbCN:=x* :' 3.5+f 1 -x)* 12.7 %cmA3/mol 

Nb-mol:=Sol-Nb(Trehe;1i)*55.6/92.9 %mole conc. 

var D-Nb:red 

D-Nb:=Diffusion(Trehear) '7c in cmA? 

viir count-N:int 

v:tr sum-neal 

if T>=Treheat ruid t-hsldct-hold then 5% coürsening happens. 



ioop 

sum-r:=O 

count-N:=0 

for i: 1 ..N 

if ri i)>O then 

counc-N:=count-N+I 

sum-r:=sum-r+r( i) 

end if 

end for 

r-mcun:=sum-r/coun~-N 

c-held:=t-held-estep 

exit when t-held>=t-hold 

for i: 1 ..X 

if ri ip0 then 

rlelta-r(i):=l*int-erg*D*(V-NbCN**2)*Nb-mol/(R"Treherit*r(i)) 

*( I/r-mean- 1/r( i))*step 

r( i):=r(il+delta-r(i) 

if r(i)cO then 

r(i):=O 

end if 

end if 

end for 

end loop 



200) end if 

20 1) for i: 1 ..N 

202) %put "r(".i.")=",r(i)* 10**7 

203) end for 

204) put"f=".f." tO=",t'O 

205) C/c  Set group number and span 

206) var ~M:=30 % number of groups 

207) var grp:uray 1 ..LM of real 

708) var grpspan:real:=1.5 % span between goups 

109) h r  i: 1 ..LM 

210) grp(i):=O. 

21 1) end for 

212) % Determine Number of precipitates leR after dissolution and coarsening 

3 13) var N-eE=O 

2 14) for i: I..N 

215) if r(i)>O thcn 

7 16) Ne t'f:=Neff+ 1 

2 17) end if 

718) end for 

319) put "Pi-eff=".N-eff 

220) % Determine mean precipihte sizes after dissolution and coarsening 

22 1) var sum-r3:real:=O. 

223,) var r-avg:reai 



for i: 1 .Ji 

if r(i)>O then 

sum-r3:=sum-r3+r(i) 

end if 

end for 

r-avg:=sum-r3/N-et't 

put  "r_riv_a=".r-riva" 10X*7:8:7 

% Determine standard deviation of precipitate sizes. 

var sum-r2:renl:=O. 

var rstdev:red 

for i: 1 ..N 

exit when i>bt ' t '  

if r(i)>O then 

sum-rl:=sum-r2+(r( i)-r-avg)* *2 

end if 

end t'or 

rstdev:=sqrt( si[ m-rl/(N-eff- 1 )) 

put "r-stdev=". r-stdev* 10**7:8:1 

8 Calculate precipitate size distribution. 

for i: 1 ..N 

for j: L ..M 

if r(i)>( j- L )*~p-spün/l0**7 and r(i)c=j*grpspan/ 10::*7 then 

grp(j):=_qCj)+I 



246) end if 

247) end for 

218) end for 

249) var fiq:anay 1 ..M of red 

250) var 2ipsize:anay 1 ..M of real 

15 1)  var surn-r-frq:real:=O 

352) var r-ey:real 

253) pur " dm." ". "Frequency" 

754) for i: 1 ,.M 

255) frq( i):=grpc i ) /Neff  

256) - erpsize( i ):=( i- 1/2)*grp_span 

257) put Z*grp-size(i):S." ". frq(i) 

258) if frq(i)>O then 

259) sum-r-frqq:=surn-r-frs+(grprpsize( i)/ 10**7)*frq( i) 

260) end if 

261) end t'or 

262) C Calculate equivafent precipitate sizes and critiral grain sizes 

263 ) r-eq:=(r-avg**:l+r-stdev**2Msum-r-t'q 

264) put "r-eq=".r-cq* 10**7:5:2 

265) var Rc. Rc-01d:rcril 

266) Rc:=4/9*r_eq/C 

267) Rcold:=4/9*r-av@f 

268) put "DG", Z*Rc*10**6, " ". "Dcold=". l*Rcold* lO**6 



Appendix C. Calculation of Grain Growth during Induction Heating 

This model was suggested by Anderson and Grong ( 1995). The basic assumption of 

this model is grain growth of C-Mn steels with precipitate pinning. The constants for 

grain growth of C-Mn steels have been used for this calcuiation. The critical grain size is 

calculatecl from precipitate evolution, which has been shown in the previous section. 

Numerical integration hris been used for this calcultition. 

The following progrnm is written in Turing language. 

var Q-app:=124000 % 'oappint energy for grain growth of C-Mn steel. 

const n:=2 %Grain growth constant of C-Mn steel. 

const R:=8.3 14 

var bI-stru:real:=exp(ln(2.14)+ 10*ln( IO))  %the constant in Equation 2.30. 

var T:real:=700+273. % startins temperature. 

var Trcheat:= l000+273. 

var Vrcheat:relil 

var count:int:=O 

var t-held. t-ho1d:red 

t_hold:red:=60 

var steps0.0 1 % tirne interval 0.0 ls 

var Rjnt:red:=û. 56 the right side of Equation 2.30. 

var g-size:red 

m m .  var D-lim:red:=I 35.2 8 critical grain size cdculated from the previous pro, 

var g_dia:real:=O. 



var L-int:resil:=O. % the le fi side of Equation 2.30. 

Ch S tart calculation. 

C7r calculate the nght side of Equation 3.30. 

ioop 

if Tc=870+173 then 

Vreheat:= 12.5 

elsif TcT~hea t  then 

Vrehear:=2.5 

clse 

Vreheat:=O 

end if 

T:=T+Vrehcrit*step 

if T>=Trehcat then 

~ount:=count+l 

t-held:=count*step 

exit when t-heId>=t-hold 

end if 

R-int:=R-int+exp( -Q-app/m*step 

- size:=Mstar*R-int 2- 

end loop 

% calculate the left side of Equation 1.30. 

loop 



39) exit when g-dia>=D-lim 

40) exit when g-size<=L-int 

4 L) L-int:=L-int+(scep/ IO)/( 11:-dia- [ID-lim)**(n- L ) 

42) end loop 

43) put "g-dia=".g-dia 



Appendix D. Chemical Driving Force for Precipitation of 

(Ti,V)(C,N) Type Carbonitrides 

It is ssumed that (Ti,Vl.,)(C,NI.,) - .  precipitates are in equilibrium with the austenite. 

The Free energy chanse (AG) rissociated with the formation of f mole of (TiKVI-.<)(CyNI-y) 

precipitates in one mole of austenite matrix is given by: 

whtre CI'. Gy. Gr' ;,re the partial frce energy of element i ( i  = Ti. V. C. N and Fe) in 

precipitates, the remaining austenite and the original matrix. respeçtively. ,Y;' and X: iire 

the moie hction of tilement i in the remaining and original austenite. The equilibrium 

becween iiustenite and the precipitates gives the following equalities: 

-.P. - =G; G+Q Ge =CI [ a l  

where G' indicates the partial free snergy of element i in the riustenite which is at 

equiiibrium with the precipitates. Further more. the mas  balances for Ti. V, C, N and Fe 

yield: 



f ( l - y )  +( l -f)XV XU, =- 
2 

Substituting Equations C.4 and C.3 into Equation C.7 gives: 

Since thc rnolar fractinns of the nuclei arc very smdl. it is rmsonriblo to assume chat 

G: = 5:' . Also considering [hot O, ="G, + RT ln a,  . Equatian C.5 c;m be rewritten as: 

where "G, is the tree energy of one mole ofeternenc i. a r  and a: arc the activities of 

che eIemcnt in the austsnite at equilibrium and in the original macrix. respectively. 

[f we consider the riustenice ris a dilute soiid solution. rhe fret. ene rg  change ihat 

xcomp;inies the formation o f  ri unit volume of (Ti,VI-,)(CyNI.,) nuclci From the austenite 

c m  be elrpressed as: 

where Xr ruid X: rire the equilibrium and bulk concentr~tions of element i in austenite. 

respectively. V, is moliir volume of the precipitrites. which c m  be calculated by: 



where No is Avogüdro's constant and rip is the lattice parameter of the precipitates, which 

depends on the detailed composition of the nucleus. To accommodate this variation, it is 

assurned that the Irittice parimeter of mixed carbonitride is proportionai to the mole 

fraction of erich binary compound according to the Law of mixture; that is: 

a,, =xya,, +(l-.u)ya,, +x(l-y)a.,, +(l-XI([-y)a,, [C.91 

where a n ~ ,  a"=, r i ~ i ~  and a v ~  are the lattice panmeters of Tic. VC. TiN and VN. 

respectivey. Their values are given in Table 2.3. 



Appendix E. Calculation of Strain-induced Precipitation 

The cdculation of strain-induced precipitation is based on classic nuclerition theory, 

which hiis been discussed in details in Section 6.4. The solubilities rit reheat and deform- 

ation tempentures are calculated first. Chernical driving force, inrerticial energy, and 

elastic energy when nttcleating on dislocations are then calculated. Nuclerition rate is then 

calculatcd based on clrissic nucleation theory. The transformation fraction of precipitates 

is calculrited by the lohnson-Mehl zquation. 

The following program is written with Maple V t'or precipitation of Nb(C,N) in 

154LNb. 

# materiais constants. 

MNb:=92.9 1 : MC:=17.0 1: iMN:=l4.O 1 : MFe:=55.55: 

XRegular solution pmmeter LCN and gas constant R 

LCN:=-4260: R:=8.3 t 4: 

Xvogadro:=6.023* 10A23: 

Latt-Aust:=2.S6* IOA(-10): Ldt-NbC:4.47* [OA(-IO): 

Latt-NbN:=i.39* [OA(- 10): Burs-Vect:=2.3* 1 O"(- IO): 

Int-Er@ J O :  

Boltzmann:=I ,38* IOA(-23): 

S igh-Disl:=0.4: 

#the Nb,V and Ti cornposition(wt%) in the steel. 

NbOwt:=0.036: gmrnaFe:=8.0: COwt:=OAO: NOwt:=0.005: 



# convert wt% into at%. 

CO:=COwt*MFe/( lûû*MC): 

NO:=NOwt*MFe/( lûO*MN): 

NbO:=NbOwt*iMFe/( L OO*MNb): 

gammaNbC:=7.84: gammaNbN:=S.J 1: 

Tr:= 1200+27:: Td:=1100+273: 

strcss:=240* IOA6: # from the stress-strin curves 

# the reherit temperature. 

T:=Tr+173: 

# solubility product( in wt%) of NbC. 

KNbCwt:= 10Ac 4.37-9290rTr): 

# solubility produc[( in ~ 8 )  of NbN. 

KiVbNwt:=IOA(4.04-LO23OKrl; 

# çonven solubility product from wt% into at%. 

KNbC:=(MFe/ 100)"21( iLIiUbQMC)*kVbCwt: 

KiVbN:=(MFc/ L00)"2/( MNb*LyiN)*KNbNwt; 

Coeff4:=-bIN*:MC: 

Coeff3:-2*NbO~'W*MC-CO'MC*W-NO*~*MNb: 

CocE:=MNbd'MN*tCVbN+NO*NbO*MN*MNb- 

iribO*NbO*MC"MN+MNb*MC*KNbC+CO*NbO*MC"~~b: 

Coeffl :=NO*KLiC"mb*MNb-IuVbN*NbO*h/[N*iMNb- 

NbO*MNb*MC"KNbC+CO*mN*bm*mb: 

Coeffû:=-KNbC*KNbN*MNb*MNb: 



Eq:=Coeff4*NbswtA4+Coeff3*NbswtA3+Coeff2*NbswtA2+Coet'fl *Nbswt+ 

CoeffO=O: 

soIution:=fsolve( (Eq 1 .(Nbswt J.(Nbswt=O..NbO}): 

;issign( 96); 

.u:=Nbswt*CO*bINbl(MNb*IuUbC+Nbswt*(NbO-Nbswt)*bIN); 

Nbppr:=NbO-Nbswt: 

Cppt:=x*Nbppt*MN/MNb: 

Cswt:=CO-Cppr; 

Nppt:=( l-x)*(NbO-Nbswt)*bfC/iLlNb: 

Nswt:=NO-Nppt: 

tibC:=Cppt*( 1 +MvINb/MC)*gammaFelgammaVbC: 

tNbN:=Nppt*~ 1 +iLINb/MN)*gammaFe/giimmaNbN: 

t':=tNbC+tilbN: 

X-NbO:=Nbswi: 

X-NO:=Nswt: 

XI-:=x: 

unrissign('t'.'.u'.'.ur'.'Cppt'.'Cswtt.'N~pt'.'Nswt'.'tNbC'.'~NbN'): 

~iniissign('Crir:t'W'.'Coeft3'.'C0efF7'.'C0effl'.'C0effO'): 

iinassign('KNbC','KNbN'.'Nbswt'.'Nbppt'): 

# Calculate rigain for the solubility at deformation rempenture. 

unassign('~.'.u','y'.'Nbs','Ceq'.'Neq','Nbswtr.'Nswt'); 

KiibCwt:= lO"(4.37-9290fld); 

# sohbiiity product( in wt%) OF NbN. 



KNbNwt:= 10A(4.04- 10230/Td); 

# convert solubility product fiom wt% into rit%. 

KNbC:=(MFel L00)A21(~MNb*bIC)*KiWCwt; 

KXbN:=(MFd 100)A2/(~MNIi*MN)*KiNbNwt; 

CoeffJ:=-kW Mc; 

Coeft3:=2*NbO*MN*MC-CO*iMC*MNb-NO*MN*MNb: 

C~~~~~:=~IN~~:MN*KN~N+NO*N~O*LMN*MN~-N~O"N~O*~LIC'!'MN+ 

ILINb'"C*ffiYbC+CO*NbO*MC*LLINb: 

Ccieff 1 :=NO* KNbC*MNb*MNb-KiibNXNb0*MN'WNb-NbO:"MNb* MC*KNbC 

+CO*ffiibN'"INb"MNb: 

CoeffO:=-ffiYbC'hKNbN*MNb*MNb: 

Eq:=Coeft'J~NbswtA4+Coeft3*NbswtA3+CoeIt2"NbswtA3+Coeff 1Wbswt-k 

Coe ffO-O: 

solution:=fsolve({ Eq} ,{ Nbswt ) .{oibswt=O..NbO 1 ); 

assign(56); 

s:=Nbswt*COq'MNb/(M*KIV. bC+Nbswt*(NbO-Nbswt )*MN): 

Nbppt:=NbO-Nbswt; 

C p p t : = x * N b p p t * i \ / ~ ~ b ;  

Cswt:=CO-Cp pt: 

Nppt:=( 1 -x)*( NbO-Nbswt)*bIC/iMNb: 

Nswt:=NO-Nppt: 

tNbC:=Cppt*( 1 +MNb/MC)*~maFe/gammaNbC: 

tXbN:=Nppt2:( 1 +ILMMN)*gammaFe/gammaNbN: 



# diffusion. Assume the diffusion the controlled by the slowest microalloying 

elcment, i.c. Nb. 

Di t'f_Nb:dc)l'" LA(-6)*exp(-2Ys'ûûû/f RTd)) ;  

#concentrtition. Xsume che concentrricion is only dependent on the concentrition 

of  the lowest rnicmalloying elcmcnc. Ti in this case. 

X-Nbp:=MNbI( MNb+MN): 

# Iattice of NbCN 

Latt-NbCN:=i Latt-NbC+Latt-NbN)l2: 

Atom-Vol:=( Latt-NbCNlA3/8: 

Mol-Vol:=Avopdro* Lm-NbCNA3/S; 

Sherir-Mod:=0.35*( 12.6-0.007*(Td-LO 13 ))* IOA 10: 

#chernical driving force 

Gv:-R*Td/(24:kIol-Vol)*(In(XNbe/X-NbO)+ln( X-Ne/X-30)): 

#elastic energy 

Ge:=OA*S hearMod*BurgVrctA2*r: 

#Ge:Shear-bIod*Burg-VectA2*r*(In(Z*rf~2* IOA(- 10)))1(2*Pi)+ 115); 

rr" interfaciai energy 

Gi:=4*Pi*rA2* [nt-Erg: 

#Dtiving force when nudeating on dislocation or homogeneous nucleûtion. 



97) 

98) 

99) 

10 1) 

L 03) 

103) 

L 04) 

1 OS) 

106) 

107) 

108) 

109) 

110) 

1 1 1 )  

112) 

Delta_G:=l*Pi/3 *rA3*Gv4*Pi*rA2*Int-Erg-Ge: 

Delta-Gh:dFPi/3*rA3*Gv&*Pi*rA2* [nt-Erg; 

Deriv:=diff(Deltri_G,r); 

plot({ J*Pi/3*rA3*Gv,4*Pi*r"2*Int-Erg-Ge} ,r=O.. IO*  1 Oh(- 1 O )  1; 

ploc({Delra-G.Delta-Gh},r-O..j* IOA(-10)); 

plot( (Gv,Ge,Gi ) ); 

tSoLve(Deriv=O. r=IOA(-IO).. 10" !OA(-10))); 

;~ssign(%); 

Delta-G~:=4:~Pi*r~3/3*Gv:evrilf(%); 

#Deltabe:=0.4*Shew-Mod*Burg-VectVr:evliIf(%): 

Delta-Ge:=Sherir_Mod*Burg-VectA2*r*(ln(2* 1 O"(- 10) 1 )/(?*Pi)+ 115); 

Deltabi:d*Pi*rAl*Int-Erg:evrilf(%); 

Mislocation density 

Disl-Dens:=(stress/( Burg-Ve~t*Shear-Modod))~1; 

#Zeldovich constant 

Zcidovich:=Atom~Vol*GvAYiS*Pi*sq~(BoItzmann*Td* 

(Sigh-Disl* [r1t_Erg)~3 )); 

#incubation time 

Tau - Disl:=64*B0ltmann*Td"(Sigh-Disl*~nt-Erg)~3*Lritt-Xust~4l~Diff-Nb* 

Burg-VectA2*Atom-VoLA2*GvA4); 



J:=ZeIdovich*Disl-Dens*Diff-Nb/Latt-AustA3*exp(-G-S [ad( Boltzrnmn*Td)); 

evalf(J); 

#supersaturation ratio 

Alfa:=sqrt(2*( X-NbO-X-Nbe)/(X-Nbp-X-Nbe)* Di Cf-Nb); 

#volume fraction of precipitate 

XJ= 1 exp(4'l'Pi/33J*AlfaA31i3/5*tA(5/3~): 

plor( X-t,t=O..jO): 

i: reset the variables for next ca1culation 

~inassign('t'.'.u'.'.ur','Cppt'.'Cswt'.'Nppt'.'Nswc'.'tNbC'.'tNbN'.'J'): 

~inassign('CocfW'.'Coeft3','CoeffL'.'CoefCl','CoeffO'): 

unassign('KIlbC'.'KNbN','Nbswt'.'Nbppt'): 

unassign(' t','.u'.'y','Nbeq','Veq'.'Nbeqtvt'.'Ceq'.'Neq'.'t.Tieqtvt'.'Xeqtvtf): 
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